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Abstract
This paper gives a classi"cation up to isotopy of automorphisms (self-homeomorphisms) of three-
dimensional handlebodies and compression bodies, analogous to the Nielsen}Thurston classi"cation of
automorphisms of surfaces. Indecomposable automorphisms analogous to pseudo-Anosov automorphisms
are identi"ed and called generic. The "rst steps are taken towards understanding generic automorphisms
using invariant laminations. An automorphism f :MPM of an arbitrary compact, connected, orientable,
irreducible 3-manifoldM with non-empty boundary can be understood by decomposing the 3-manifold into
f-invariant submanifolds including the Jaco-Shalen}Johannson characteristic manifold and Bonahon's
characteristic compression body.  2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The mapping class group of a handlebody has been studied extensively, for example by Suzuki,
[17], who gives generators, and by Wajnryb [19] who gives a presentation. D. McCullough and
A. Miller studied the mapping class group of compression bodies and 3-manifolds with compress-
ible boundary, see [15]. In related work, McCullough studied the cohomological dimension of the
mapping class groups of 3-manifolds, see [14]. H. Masur described the action of the mapping class
group of a handlebody on the projective lamination space of the boundary surface, see [13].
This paper is concerned with individual automorphisms (self-di!eomorphisms or self-homeo-
morphisms) of 3-handlebodies and compression bodies, rather than the mapping class group. The
0040-9383/01/$ - see front matter  2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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goal is to describe a theory of automorphisms of handlebodies and compression bodies analogous
to the Nielsen}Thurston classi"cation up to isotopy of surface automorphisms [18].
We shall de"ne a class of indecomposable automorphisms of handlebodies and compression
bodies which are analogous to pseudo-Anosov automorphisms of surfaces. We call these automor-
phisms `generica. This answers a question raised by K. Johannson in [11] whether such an
analogue exists.
A handlebody H of dimension 3 and genus g is a 3-ball with some number g*1 of three-
dimensional 1-handles attached. We will follow the convention that a disjoint union of handlebo-
dies is also called a handlebody. Of course, an automorphism f :HPH, where H is a handlebody,
induces a surface automorphism f : HPH. One can apply Thurston's result to f, and it is
reasonable to expect that the topology and dynamics of f are in some way related to those of f.
This is indeed the case.
We begin by reminding the reader of the statement of Thurston's theorem on the classi"cation of
surface automorphisms, but we will not give the de"nition of a pseudo-Anosov automorphism. The
reader is referred to [18,5,3] for this de"nition. A reducing curve system for an automorphism
g : SPS is a set of disjointly embedded essential simple closed curves in S whose union is
g-invariant up to isotopy. The automorphism g is reducible if a reducing curve system exists for g.
Theorem 1.1 (W. Thurston). Suppose g :SPS is a automorphism of a surface S, (S) 0. Then one of
the following holds. The automorphism g is
(1) reducible,
(2) periodic, or
(3) pseudo-Anosov.
In the reducible case, there is a canonical decomposition of the automorphism and the surface.
Theorem 1.2 (W. Thurston). Suppose g : SPS is a automorphism of a surface S, (S) 0. There is
a canonical minimal reducing curve system for g. Cutting the surface S open on this curve system gives
a surface SK with boundary, and g induces an automorphism g( of SK . The automorphism g( may permute the
components of SK , but each component is invariant under some power g( , and g(  is either periodic or
pseudo-Anosov on that component (up to isotopy).
We refer to the components of SK in the decomposition of S given in Theorem 1.2 as the surface
elements of the decomposition on a minimal reducing curve system. We refer to `pseudo-Anosova
or `periodica surface elements, meaning that some power g is pseudo-Anosov or periodic on the
surface element.
In this introduction, we will consider automorphisms f : HPH of handlebodies, leaving the
problem of the classi"cation of automorphisms of compression bodies for later sections. Through-
out the paper we consider isotopy classes of automorphisms. When we refer to an f-invariant
subspace, we mean f-invariant up to isotopy; when we refer to a periodic automorphism, we mean
periodic up to isotopy.
For an automorphism f of a handlebody, we shall see that there may be f-invariant
reducing surfaces analogous to the reducing curve systems of Thurston's theory. These can be
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incompressible or compressible. A partial de"nition will be given below after we de"ne compres-
sion bodies; the complete de"nition will be given in Section 2. As one might expect, the reducing
surfaces have boundaries which are reducing curve systems for the induced automorphism f on H.
A compression body is a 3-manifold pair (Q,;), ;LQ, constructed from the disjoint union of
a product ;I";[0,1] and a collection of balls by attaching 1-handles to ;1 and the
boundaries of the balls, see Fig. 1. Usually, in the literature, a compression body is constructed
from a closed surface;, but we allow; with boundary. Each component of the surface; is either
a closed surface, not the sphere, or a surface with boundary, possibly including disc components.
We identify ; with ;0LQ. We give I-bundles a structure analogous to that of compression
bodies. We regard an I-bundle p :QPS as an I-bundle pair (Q,;) where ; is the total space of the
associated I-bundle. We say the compression body or I-bundle pair is spotless if ; contains no
disc components. We say a compression body is trivial or a product compression body if it has the
form (Q,;)";I with ;";0. In particular, a handlebody is a spotless compression body.
We let 

Q denote the surface;, also called the interior boundary ofQ; we let 

Q denote the surface
="Q!Us , also called the exterior boundary of Q, even when (Q,;) is an I-bundle pair.
Another useful model of a compression body is the following. Let F be a surface possibly
including sphere components and let; be obtained from F by removing sphere components. Then
the compression body (Q,;) is obtained from FI by attaching 1-handles to F1 and by capping
all sphere components of F0 by balls.
We follow the convention that compression bodies, I-bundle pairs, and handlebodies need not
be connected. Handlebodies and compression bodies are irreducible. When analyzing automor-
phisms of a handlebodyH, we will work with compression bodies and I-bundle pairs Q embedded
in H as submanifolds with 

QLH and with int(

Q)Lint(H).
A handlebody is itself a compression body. If (H,<) denotes a spotless compression body, then
this is a handlebody if <". The following is a partial de"nition of reducing surfaces for
automorphisms of handlebodies and compression bodies; it does not deal with arbitrary automor-
phisms and compression bodies. The complete de"nition will be given in Section 2.
De5nition 1.3. Suppose f :HPH is an automorphism of a connected spotless handlebody which
restricts to a pseudo-Anosov automorphism on H. Suppose Q is an f-invariant compression body
in H with 

Q"H. Then 

Q is a reducing surface. We say the automorphism f :HPH is
reducible if it has a reducing surface, and it is irreducible if it does not have a reducing surface.
We can now de"ne generic automorphisms of handlebodies. These will play the role of
pseudo-Anosov automorphisms in the Nielsen}Thurston theory of automorphisms of surfaces.
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De5nition 1.4. If H is a connected handlebody, a generic automorphism f :HPH is an automor-
phism which restricts to a pseudo-Anosov automorphism on H and which is irreducible.
In the de"nition of a generic automorphism of a handlebody, we note that if f :HPH restricts to
a pseudo-Anosov automorphism on H, then any reducing surface must be closed. Any reducing
surface must therefore also be compressible.
Suppose H is a handlebody and f :HPH is an automorphism. If f preserves a structure of
a spotless compression body (H,<) forH, then we shall see from the complete de"nition of reducing
surfaces, to be given in Section 2, that f has a reducing surface and is reducible.
There is another important type of handlebody automorphism; it is essentially the same as
a surface automorphism. Suppose p :HPS is an I-bundle over a surface S. We can regard the
bundle as an I-bundle pair (H,;). An automorphism g :SPS induces an automorphism
f : (H,;)P(H,;) called the lift of g which satis"es pf"gp. We are particularly interested in lifts
of pseudo-Anosov automorphisms of surfaces. These automorphisms were described in Johan-
nson's book [11]. Suppose H is a handlebody and f :HPH is an automorphism which preserves
a structure of an I-bundle pair (H,<) forH, then again we shall see that f has a reducing surface and
is reducible. It is not di$cult to verify that any automorphism of an I-bundle pair is actually a lift of
an automorphism of the base surface of the I-bundle.
The following theorem should be compared to Thurston's theorem on the classi"cation of
automorphisms of surfaces, see Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 1.5. Suppose f :HPH is an automorphism of a connected handlebody. Then the automor-
phism is
(1) reducible,
(2) periodic, or
(3) generic on the handlebody.
In Section 3, we shall prove a similar theorem classifying automorphisms of compression bodies,
even compression bodies with closed interior boundary whose underlying topological space is not
a handlebody. Using the following established theorems, it is then possible to obtain a classi"cation
of automorphisms of arbitrary compact, connected, irreducible manifolds with non-empty bound-
ary, assuming that such a classi"cation is possible for Seifert "bered 3-manifolds. The results
indicate that the most interesting automorphisms of irreducible 3-manifolds with non-empty
boundary are supported in the characteristic compression body and in the characteristic manifold.
Away from these, automorphisms must be periodic.
Theorem 1.6 (Bonahon [2]). Suppose M is a compact, irreducible, orientable 3-manifold. Suppose
f :MPM is an automorphism. Then f preserves, up to isotopy, the characteristic compression body
Q
/
(associated to the surface M).
We will describe the characteristic compression body in Section 2.
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Theorem 1.7 (Jaco and Shalen [9] and Johannson [10]). Suppose M is a compact, irreducible,
-irreducible, orientable 3-manifold. Suppose f :MPM is an automorphism. Then f preserves, up to
isotopy, the characteristic manifold in M.
Theorem 1.8 (Johannson [10]). Suppose M is an orientable, -irreducible, Haken 3-manifold with
empty characteristic submanifold. Suppose f :MPM is an automorphism. Then, up to isotopy, f is
periodic.
Clearly, an automorphism of an irreducible -irreducible manifold with non-empty boundary
yields an induced automorphism of the characteristic manifold, which can be subdivided into
submanifolds which are either Seifert "bered or I-bundles. Automorphisms of a Seifert "bered
manifold are considered to be well understood. The Seifert "ber structure is usually unique, and
automorphisms preserve it up to isotopy. Similar comments apply to I-bundles of the kind that
appear in the characteristic manifold. Therefore, we can regard the induced automorphisms of
characteristic manifolds as being fairly well understood.
We need a better understanding of generic automorphisms of handlebodies. As in the
Nielsen}Thurston theory, we shall investigate generic automorphisms using invariant laminations.
Here, in the introduction, we state a theorem which applies to automorphisms of handlebodies;
later, see Proposition 7.1, we state a result which applies to arbitrary compression bodies. In the
following theorem H

is a concentric copy of H embedded in the interior of H such that H!Hs

has the structure of a product HI.
Theorem 1.9. Suppose f :HPH is a generic automorphism of a three-dimensional handlebody. Then
there is a two-dimensional measured lamination 6Hs with transverse measure  such that, up to
isotopy, f ((, ))"(, ) for some '1. The lamination has the following properties:
(1) Each leaf l of  is an open two-dimensional disc.
(2) The lamination  xlls H

, in the sense that the components of H

! are contractible.
(3) For each leaf l of , l!Hs

is incompressible in H!Hs

.
(4) H is a closed subset of H.
There is also a one-dimensional lamination  with transverse measure  and a map  :PHs

transverse to  such that f ((,))"(,/). The map f is an embedding on f(N()) for some
neighborhoodN(). The statement that f ((,))"(,/) should be interpreted to mean that there is
an isomorphism h : (,)P (,/) such that f"h.
We note that the laminations in the above statement are `essentiala only in a rather weak sense.
For example, lifts of leaves of  to the universal cover ofH are not necessarily properly embedded.
The map  need not be proper either: If we regarded  :PH as a homotopy class, in some
examples there would be much unravelling. The fact that the invariant laminations are somewhat
badly behaved should not be regarded as a #aw. Rather, the strange properties of the laminations
shed light on the nature of automorphisms of three-dimensional handlebodies.
Remark 1.10. There is an obvious question we have not addressed yet: Do generic automorphisms
of handlebodies exist? Leonardo Navarro de Carvalho has explicitly constructed such examples, in
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work which is not yet published. Navarro has also constructed examples of generic automorphisms
which induce the trivial automorphism of the fundamental group.
The following theorem was proved in response to a question asked by Feng Luo.
Theorem 1.11. SupposeH is a handlebody, and f :HPH is an automorphism with the property that f
is a composition of Dehn twists on disjoint curves. Then f is a composition of Dehn twists on a disjoint
collection of discs and annuli.
In order to avoid technicalities in the introduction, we have relegated the statements of some
important results to later sections. For example, we will state and prove a theorem analogous to
Theorem 1.2, showing how to decompose an arbitrary automorphism of a handlebody or compres-
sion body, see Theorem 4.1. We list open questions and problems in Section 9.
2. Reducing surfaces
We will delay giving the complete de"nition of `reducing surfacea. Many reducing surfaces will
be obtained using a version of Francis Bonahon's characteristic compression body, see [2]. Our
version is more general than Bonahon's. Let = be a compact essential subsurface of M, where
M is an irreducible, orientable 3-manifold. If D"D

,D

,2,D	 is a maximal collection of
non-isotopic disjoint compressing discs of= in M, a characteristic compression body Q associated
to= is de"ned to be a regular neighborhoodN"N(=D), with boundary spheres capped o! by
the balls they bound in M. Here we abuse notation by using D also to denote 

D

. The
characteristic compression body is a pair (Q,;), where ;"Q!Ws "

Q, and ="

Q. We
shall be using characteristic compression bodies only in a special class of irreducible 3-manifolds,
namely in compression bodies.
The characteristic compression body (Q,;) described above is, of course, a compression body
according to our previous de"nition. To see this, note that in N"N(=D) the complement of
N(D) is a product FI, where F"N!Ws . Each disc D

3D is dual to a 1-handle, so N is
obtained by attaching 1-handles to F1. Thus (N,F) has the structure of a compression body,
except that F may contain sphere components. We cap the sphere components of FLN with
balls to obtain (Q,;), where; is obtained from F by removing sphere components. Alternatively,
we see that (Q,;) is obtained by attaching 1-handles to ;1L;I and to the boundaries of
a "nite collection of balls.
The following proposition (a slight generalization of a result of F. Bonahon, see [2]) gives the
essential properties of characteristic compression bodies.
Proposition 2.1. Let M be an irreducible, orientable 3-manifold, and = an essential surface
in M.
(i) If Q is a characteristic compression body associated to=, then 

Q is incompressible in M, but
possibly with disc components.
(ii) The characteristic compression body Q associated to = is uniquely determined up to isotopy.
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Proof. (i) We have de"ned Q as NM (=D), where D is a maximal collection of mutually
non-isotopic compressing discs of=, and where the bar indicates that we augmentN"N(=D)
by capping sphere boundary components with the balls they bound in M. Initially, we will work
with N rather than Q. The submanifold N is a FI with a 1-handle attached to F1 for every
D

3D, the disc D

being a cocore of the 1-handle. Suppose now that 

Q is compressible, then
a non-sphere component of F"

N"N!Ws is compressible. It cannot be compressible inN, so
it is compressible in M!Ns . Suppose D is a compressing disc in M!Ns , with DLF. We extend
D through the product by attaching DILFI to DLF0. The attached collar can be
perturbed so that it becomes disjoint from the handle attaching discs in F1, so the extended
D satis"es DL=. If D were parallel to one of the D

's, then the original D could not be
a compressing disc of 

N. Therefore, we have a contradiction; D is not a maximal collection of
non-isotopic compressing discs.
(ii) To prove uniqueness, we suppose Q
"NM (D
) where D
 is another maximal collection of
compressing discs of=. Using standard methods, intersections of D
 with 

Q can be removed by
isotopy, since 

Q is incompressible. ThereforeN(=D
)LQ. Any boundary spheres ofN(=D
)
bound balls in Q, so NM (=D
)"Q
LQ. Now by (i) 

Q
";
 is incompressible, hence it can be
made disjoint from D, so it is an incompressible surface in the product ;I with ;
 isotopic to
= or ;1. It is well known that such a surface;
must be istopic to;0, or 

Q, hence (Q
,;
)
is isotopic to (Q,;). 
Some examples of characteristic compression bodies in handlebodies are given in Figs. 2 and 3.
As another example, again in a handlebody H, consider the characteristic compression body
associated to a compressible annulus= in H. It has the form (Q,;), where Q is a ball and; is the
disjoint union of two discs in Q.
Our main interest in the characteristic compression body arises from the following
corollary.
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Corollary 2.2. Suppose f :MPM is an automorphism of an irreducible 3-manifoldM and=6M is
a compact surface essential in M. Suppose = is f-invariant up to isotopy, then the associated
characteristic compression body Q is f-invariant up to isotopy.
In the introduction we stated Theorem 1.5, which classi"es automorphisms of handlebodies. We
will go further in two directions. First, we will deal with arbitrary compression bodies whose
underlying spaces are not handlebodies. Second, for an arbitrary compression body (H,;), we will
show in Section 4 how to decompose an arbitrary automorphism f : (H,;)P (H,;). After decom-
posing on a reducing surface and passing to a "nite power of f, we may assume that the induced
automorphism acts on a connected `piecea. The induced automorphisms on these pieces, in turn,
must be analyzed by decomposing on further reducing surfaces, etc. The following de"nitions
describe the types of pieces we will have to deal with.
De5nition 2.3. We have already de"ned a spotless compression body (H,<): The spaceH is obtained
from a disjoint union of balls and a product <I by attaching 1-handles to the boundaries of the
balls and to <1; the surface <6H is the same as <0. We require that < contain no disc or
sphere components. When H is connected and <", (H,<) is a handlebody or ball. If (H,<) has
the form H"<I with <0"<, then (H,<) is called a spotless product compression body or
a trivial compression body. As usual 

H"H!Vs is the exterior boundary, even if <".
A spotted compression body is a triple (H,<, ) where (H,<) is a spotless compression body and
O denotes a union of discs or `spotsa embedded in 

H"H!Vs .
A spotted product is a spotted compression body (H,<,) of the form H"<I with <"<0
and with O a union of discs embedded in <1.
A spotted ball is a spotted compression body whose underlying space is a ball. It has the form
(B,) where B is a ball and O is a disjoint union of discs in B"

B.
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An I-bundle pair is a pair (H,<) whereH is the total space of an I-bundle p :HPS over a surface
S and < is 

H, the total space of the associated I-bundle.
Remark 2.4. Given a compression body (Q,;), say a characteristic compression body associated to
a surface = in H, the surface ;"

(Q,;) may contain disc components. We shall often view
(Q,;) instead as a spotted compression body (Q,<,), where  is the union of discs in ; and
<";!.
For example, a compression body (Q,;) can become a spotted ball (B,) or (B,,). We
consistently use ; for the interior boundary of a compression body possibly including discs, and
< for the interior boundary not including discs.
A spotless compression body or I-bundle pair is an example of a Haken pair, i.e. a pair (M,F)
where M is an irreducible 3-manifold and FLM is incompressible in M.
As in the introduction, if (H,<) is an I-bundle pair p :HPS, we say the exterior boundary, 

J, is
p(S) and the interior boundary is the total space of the I-bundle associated to the bundle
p :HPS.
De5nition 2.5. Given an automorphism f : (H,;)P(H,;) of a connected compression body (H,;)
with 

(H,;)"=, a reducing surface for f is an f-invariant surface of one of the following types:
(i) Suppose (Q,¹) is a non-product f-invariant compression body inHwith 

QL="

(H,;).
Suppose it is not the case that (Q, 

Q) is isotopic via an isotopy of pairs in (H,=) to all of (H,=),
so that ¹"; after the isotopy. Then the union of the non-;-parallel components of ¹ is
a compressional reducing surface.
(ii) Suppose (Q,¹) is an f-invariant I-bundle pair embedded in H with 

(Q,¹)L= and with
Q isotopic rel 

(Q,¹) to H, then ¹ is a reducing surface.
(iii) If f is any automorphism of any spotless compression body (H,;)"(H,<), and G is an
f-invariant union of essential (incompressible and non--parallel) annuli, with GL(Vs Ws ), then
G is an annular reducing surface.
An automorphism f of a (spotted) compression body is reducible if there is a reducing surface for
f, and is irreducible otherwise.
In (i), suppose (Q,¹) is a spotted product (Q,¹K ,), with every component of  isotopic to a disc in
;. Then ¹K is a spot-removing reducing surface for f.
In (i) or (ii), suppose (Q,¹) is an invariant compression body or I-bundle pair with (Q, 

Q) isotopic
in (H,=) to all ofH, and suppose it is not the case that (Q, 

Q) is isotopic via an isotopy of pairs in
(H,=) to all of (H,=) such that ¹"; after the isotopy. Then ¹ is a peripheral reducing surface.
For completeness, if (H,<) is a spotless I-bundle pair, we de"ne reducing surfaces for automor-
phisms f : (H,<)P(H,<). Any f-invariant annular non--parallel surface with boundary in < is
such an annular reducing surface, and these are the only reducing surfaces.
Now, it is quite easy to check that De"nition 1.3 given in the introduction agrees with the
de"nition given here. We will show later, see Corollary 2.18, that if an automorphism
f : (H,<)P(H,<) of a compression body is reducible with a non-empty canonical minimal reducing
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curve system for 

f, then there is a reducing surface for f without closed components. Thus one
need only consider reducing surfaces without closed components, except in special cases like the
case where 

f is pseudo-Anosov on a closed surface.
Peripheral reducing surfaces exist for an automorphism f : (H,<)P(H,<) whenever H can be
given another structure as an f-invariant compression body or I-bundle pair with strictly larger (up
to isotopy) <. Thus, for example, any automorphism of a trivial product compression body is
reducible, since there is a peripheral reducing surface arising from an I-bundle pair, as in (ii) of the
de"nition.
Example 2.6. Suppose that f :HPH is an automorphism of a connected handlebody and that F is
a pseudo-Anosov surface element for f. Suppose that F, f (F), f (F) are distinct surface elements but
f (F)"F. Let S"Ff (F)f (F). Suppose F is compressible. Then, if Q is the characteristic
compression body associated to S, 

Q is an incompressible reducing surface.
Example 2.7. Let g : (Q,;)P(Q,;) be any automorphism of a non-trivial compression body
(Q,;), where ; is a connected with ;O. Doubling Q on ; to get H and doubling the
automorphism g we obtain an automorphism f of the handlebody H. The doubling surface is an
incompressible reducing surface.
Example 2.8. Let g be a reducible automorphism of a surface S with boundary. For speci"city, let
us suppose S is divided by a simple closed curve  into two surface elements S

and S

on which
g induces pseudo-Anosov automorphisms g

and g

, see Fig. 4. Suppose S and S

have one
boundary component each, and that S

has two boundary components. Let f be the lift of g to the
product H"SI, then f is an automorphism of the handlebody H. Now I is a compressional
reducing surface, since S

I is an invariant compression body Q, with 

Q the annulus I. Of
course I is also a annular reducing surface.
The same automorphism f is also reducible via a peripheral reducing surface. Clearly there is an
invariant (product) I-bundle pair (Q,¹) with Q of the form SI with 

(Q,¹)LH and with
Q isotopic rel 

(Q,¹) to H.
Example 2.9. Let f : (H,<)P(H,<) be any automorphism of a compression body. Now let Rd<
be an f-invariant surface. Then f : (H,R)P(H,R) is reducible; the components of < not isotopic to
components of R form a reducing surface when they are isotoped to be properly embedded in H.
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This example illustrates the role of peripheral reducing surfaces: They detect a choice of compres-
sion body or I-bundle pair structure for H which is not optimal.
Using the characteristic compression body, we can often detect reducing surfaces using the
following corollary of Proposition 2.1.
Corollary 2.10. Suppose f : (H,<)P(H,<) is an automorphism of a connected spotless compression
body. If a surface SL

(H,<) is f-invariant and compressible, then the characteristic compression
body (Q,¹) associated to S yields an incompressible compressional reducing surface or (Q,S) is
isotopic in (H,=) to (H,=), where ="

H, <. This applies also when <".
Proof. Let Q be the characteristic compression body associated to S. We may discard components
of Swhose characteristic compression bodies are trivial. If 

Q"¹ contains components which are
not <-parallel, their union forms a reducing surface for f. 
We eliminate the nuisance of spots using spot-removing reducing surfaces. Suppose
f : (H,<,)P(H,<,) is an automorphism of a connected spotted compression body, O. Notice
that="H!Vs is a connected surface. Let N"N(=) be a product neighborhood of= and let
¹ be the closure in N of N!H. If¹ is isotopic to<, thenH is a spotted product, otherwise¹ is
a spot-removing reducing surface, or ¹ is a sphere bounding a ball in H. We have proved:
Proposition 2.11. Let f : (H,<,)P(H,<,) be an automorphism of a connected spotted compression
body with O. Then there is a spot-removing reducing surface, which cuts a spotted product from
(H,<,), or (H,<,) is a spotted product or a spotted ball.
Using decomposition on these spot-removing reducing surfaces, we can always decompose an
automorphism of a spotted compression body to obtain automorphisms of spotted products,
spotted balls, and spotless compression bodies. Notice that an automorphism of a spotted product
may itself have a spot-removing reducing surface.
We regard automorphisms of spotted products (H,<,), where H"<I and L<1, as
being understandable. Such an automorphism is obtained from a lift gid of an automorphism
g :<P< of the base surface by composing with an automorphism `stirringa the spots in<1. The
stirring automorphism is probably generated by Dehn twists and fractional Dehn twists, in
(<1)-parallel discs and annuli separating some spots of  from the product.
In view of Proposition 2.11, we can now restrict our attention to automorphisms of spotless
compression bodies.
Given an automorphism f of a connected spotless compression body (H,<), to "nd incompress-
ible compressional reducing surfaces for f, we use the canonical minimal reducing curve system for


f and the surface elements obtained by cutting 

H on this system. If a surface element F is
compressible in H, then the union of iterates of F gives an f-invariant surface S. By Corollary 2.10
the associated characteristic compression body Q yields an incompressible reducing surface
contained in 

Q if (Q,

Q) is not isotopic to all of (H,

H). More generally, if all surface elements in


H are incompressible in H, an f-invariant, compressible, union of surface elements can also yield
a reducing surface in the same way.
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In some situations we must detect annular reducing surfaces. In particular, when surfaces
elements in 

H are all incompressible, the most obvious strategy for "nding an incompressible
compressional reducing surface fails. That is, the characteristic compression body associated to
a union of iterates of a surface element does not give a compressional reducing surface, since the
characteristic compression body is trivial. To deal with this situation we prove the following
sequence of lemmas and propositions.
We shall need the following notion of -incompressibility. LetM be a 3-manifold andR6M an
essential subsurface of the boundary. Let S6M be properly embedded in M with S intersecting
R transversely. Then S is -incompressible with respect to R if for every half-disc
(K, , ) 6(M,S,R) (where  and  are complementary arcs in the boundary of the discKmeeting
only at endpoints), there is a half-disc (K
, , 
) 6(S,S,SR).
Lemma 2.12. (1) Suppose H is a handlebody and R6H is a surface embedded in H incompressible
in H. Then there is an essential disc E6H with the property that E intersects R transversely and
minimally among representatives of its isotopy class, and that E is -incompressible with respect to R. If
R

is a component of R, E can be chosen so the intersection with R

is non-empty.
(2) Suppose (H,<) is a spotless compression body and R6

(H,<) is an incompressible surface
embedded in ="H!Vs , with R

any component of R. Then one of the following is true.
(i) There is an essential disc (E,E)6(H,=) with the property that E is isotoped to intersect R
minimally and transversely, that E is -incompressible with respect to R, and that ER

O.
(ii) There is an essential annulus A in (H,<) with one boundary component in R

and the other
boundary component in V.
Proof. The "rst statement is a special case of the second, so it is enough to prove the second. Let
E denote a complete system of compressing discs for=. This means that cutting on E yields balls
and a space homeomorphic to the product<I. If there is a complete systemE for which no E

3E
intersects R

, clearly there is an essential annulus A with boundaries in R

and <. Otherwise we
assign a lexicographic complexity (a, b) to E where b is the number of arcs ER, while a is the
minimum of E

R over all E

3E which intersect R

. (We use X to denote the number of
components of a space X.)
We choose a complete system E of minimal complexity. Let E

3E realize a in the complexity.
We claim E

satis"es the -incompressibility condition with respect to R. If not, let K be
a -compressing disc. Surgery of E

usingK yields two discs E


and E

, and replacing E

by these
discs in E yields a complete system E
 of smaller complexity as follows. Either after surgery E

already intersects R minimally, and the entry a is reduced, or E
 can be isotoped to reduce the
total number of arcs of intersection withR, so the entry b can be reduced without increasing a. This
is a contradiction, so we can take the disc E of the statement to be E

. 
In the following statement J denotes the total space of an I-bundle p :JPS, which we regard as
an I-bundle pair.
Lemma 2.13. Let f :HPH be an automorphism of a connected handlebody H. Suppose the canonical
minimal reducing curve system is R and R"H!Ns (R) is incompressible. If f is pseudo-Anosov on
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a subsurface of R, then there is a submanifold J6H, the total space of an I-bundle, with 

J6H,
and with (up to isotopy) the restriction of f to J the lift of a pseudo-Anosov automorphism of a
surface.
Proof. After replacing f by a "nite power of itself, we may suppose f is pseudo-Anosov on
a componentR

ofR. We enlargeR by addingN(R) and enlargeR by replacing it by N(R), where
N(R) always means a neighborhood in H. We have added an annular component to R for every
curve of the canonical minimal reducing curve system. Now, we may assume that f is the identity
on H!Rs , since Dehn twists are now supported in the annular components of R. Thus we may as
well assume that the components of R abut on curves of R.
By Lemma 2.12 there is a disc E which is -incompressible with respect to R and intersects R

.
The disc E should be thought of as a polygon with vertices corresponding to intersections of E
with R.
For some large jwe consider Ef (E). Let 

denote ER

, so 

is a union of sides of E. Letting
RH be the union of non-annular components of R, we may assume that the sides of f (E) in RH are
isotoped as pairs to minimize intersections with the sides of E. Thus, if s is a side of E in
RH , (f (s), f (s)) is isotoped in (RH ,RH ) to minimize intersections with E. The isotopy just
performed ensures that there is never an arc of ERH which together with an arc of f (E)RH cuts
a triangular disc from RH , with one side of the triangle on RH . In annular components of R we
minimize intersections rel , allowing triangular regions next to the boundary. We remove closed
curves of f (E)E by isotopy. Since f is pseudo-Anosov on R

LRH , f ( ) PR as jPR,
where we count the minimum number of intersections up to isotopy of f (

). If an arc  of Ef (E)
in E joins two points of E, one of which is in 

, then there are two possibilities. Either the arc is
inessential in E, joining a side in 

to itself, or it is essential, joining a side in 

to a distinct side.
Assuming there are inessential arcs, we suppose  is innermost in E, cutting a half-disc K from E.
The -incompressibility condition satis"ed by E and f (E) ensures that in this case the arc of
intersection could be removed by isotopy, contradicting the fact that we have already isotoped the
sides of E and f (E) in R

to minimize intersections. Similar arguments apply in other components
of R, so we can assume that the pattern of arcs of Ef (E) in E or f (E) contains no inessential arcs.
It follows that for su$ciently large j, we obtain arbitrarily many essential arcs of intersection in
E with one end in 

f (

). Viewed in E, these arcs have one end in a side in 

and the other end
in a distinct side of E; viewed in f (E), one end is in a side in f (

) and the other end in a distinct side
of f (E). Thus we obtain arbitrarily many rectangular regions subtended from f (E) by consecutive
adjacent arcs of intersection with one end in f (

). Since the number of essential arc types (isotopy
classes of arcs joining distinct sides) in E is bounded, for su$ciently large jwe can "nd a sequence of
consecutive adjacent rectangles in f (E) which can be joined to form an annulus A or MoK bius band
with boundary in Rs . A MoK bius band can be replaced by the boundary of its regular neighborhood,
yielding an annulus A. In any case, the annulus A has at least one boundary component in R

. The
annulus is essential in the Haken pair (H, H!Ns (R)): If it were -compressible to R

, this would
yield a -compression for f (E), a contradiction. Clearly AR

is not null-homotopic in R

,
otherwise 

f (

) is not minimized by isotopy.
It is also easy to verify that AR

does not contain a closed curve -parallel in R

, otherwise
a component of f (

) would spiral towards a component of R

, and one would have triangle
adjacent to R

in the pattern formed in R

by 

and f (

).
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Applying f iteratively to A, we obtain a sequence of essential annuli, each intersecting R

in at
least one boundary circle. Combining two of these, we shall construct an invariant essential
I-bundle p : JPS for the pair (H,H!Ns (R)), with at least one component of 

J contained in R

.
One can show that in a Haken pair (M,F) (FLM incompressible) there exists an essential
I-bundle p :KPS with 

KLF maximal subject to the condition that it contain no component
which is a bundle over an annulus or MoK bius band. This I-bundle is unique up to isotopy of
(K,

K) in (M,F). Using two iterates of A which intersect essentially in arcs, we see that there is an
I-bundle ¸ with 

¸ intersecting R

in an essential non-annular surface, hence K is non-empty. In
fact, 

K must contain R

up to isotopy since K is invariant, and R

has no proper non-annular
subsurfaces invariant up to isotopy.
The surface R

could have been any pseudo-Anosov surface element, so we know that 

K
contains all pseudo-Anosov surface elements in R. Taking (M,F)"(H,H!Ns (R)), we let J be the
subbundle of K consisting of the "bers of K intersecting pseudo-Anosov surface elements in R.
Since J is f-invariant, we conclude that up to isotopy f 

is the lift of a pseudo-Anosov automor-
phism of a surface. 
Lemma 2.14. LetH be a connected handlebody and letRLH be an embedded curve system with the
property that no closed curve in R bounds a disc in H. Let f :HPH be an automorphism of the
connected handlebody H whose restriction f to H is a composition of non-trivial Dehn twists on the
xnitely many disjoint curves C

of R :
(i) Then for every C

, there is an invariant essential annulus A

with C

LA

.
(ii) There is also an invariant surface G with GLN(R)LH consisting of essential annuli, with
every C

isotopic to some component of G.
Proof. As in the previous lemma,R is the canonical minimal reducing curve system. As before, we
replace each curve C

ofR by N(C

). Then H!Ns (R) contains an annulus neighborhood of each
C

. Unless H is a torus, we can assume all components F

of H!Ns (R) not supporting Dehn
twists are not annuli, otherwise Dehn twists in adjacent annuli of R separated by an annulus can be
combined. If H is a torus, the only automorphisms f :HPH restricting to a composition of Dehn
twists on disjoint curves are Dehn twists on meridians, contrary to our assumption that the C

's do
not bound discs in H. We let R be the union of disjoint annuli N(C

), and we let R

denote one of
these, so f restricts to a non-trivial Dehn twist supported in R

. Applying Lemma 2.12, we choose
an essential disc E in H which is -incompressible with respect to R and intersecting R

. We let


denote ER

.
As before, (f ) stretches 

, making f (

) arbitrarily long as measured by intersections with


for su$ciently large j. For large j, we isotope the sides f (s) of f (E)R rel boundary in R to
minimize intersections with sides s of E. Then E and f (E) do not intersect in H!R. Notice that in
this setting E!RO and the `sidesa of E are components of ER. There are arcs of E which
are mapped to H!Rs .
We consider intersections of E and f (E). The -incompressibility condition guarantees that there
are no inessential arcs of intersection in E (f (E)) joining an arc of ER (f (E)R) to itself. There
are only essential arcs joining distinct sides of E or f (E). For su$ciently large j, we obtain
arbitrarily many rectangular regions subtended from f (E) by consecutive adjacent essential arcs of
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intersection with one end in f (

). For su$ciently large j, these rectangular regions can be joined to
form an embedded annulus orMoK bius band. As before, we replace aMoK bius band by the boundary
of its regular neighborhood to obtain an annulus A. If this annulus were -parallel, with both
boundaries in R

and isotopic to an annulus A
 in R

we would obtain a -compression with
respect to R for f (E), a contradiction. There is also a possibility that A might be isotopic to an
annulus A
LH, but with A
 not contained in an R

. However, this would imply that there is an
annulus in H!R, which has already been ruled out. We conclude that A is essential, and clearly
ALR.
We have proved statement (i). To prove statement (ii), observe that the characteristic manifoldN,
see [11], for the Haken manifold pair (H,R) must intersect each annulusN(C

). Then fr(N) gives an
invariant embedded surface G with annulus components as required. 
Proposition 2.15. Let f :HPH be an automorphism of a connected handlebody H. Suppose R is the
canonical minimal reducing curve system for the induced automorphism f of H. Suppose
R"H!Ns (R) is incompressible. Then f is reducible.
In particular, either
(1)H can be given an f-invariant structure as an I-bundle pair (H,<), and f therefore has a peripheral
reducing surface, or
(2) f has an annular reducing surface G, with every component of G isotopic in H to a curve of R.
Remark 2.16. K. Johannson's Proposition 3.11 of [11] is related, in that it detects incompressible,
f-invariant, non--parallel surfaces, including unions of annuli. With our assumptions, we are
always guaranteed reducing surfaces. Other incompressible, f-invariant, non--parallel surfaces
obtained from Johannson's proposition are not necessarily reducing surfaces according to our
de"nition. With some additional work, it might be possible to use Johannson's proposition to
prove Proposition 2.15.
Proof (Proposition 2.15). Since R is incompressible, clearly RO, so either there is a pseudo-
Anosov surface element, or all surface elements are periodic, and f is periodic on R"H!Ns (R),
with Dehn twists supported in neighborhoods of curves of R.
In the "rst case, Lemma 2.13 gives a submanifold (J, 

J)6(H, H) such that up to isotopy the
restriction of f to J is a lift of a pseudo-Anosov automorphism of a surface. If J is isotopic toH, then
f is itself a lift. Otherwise 

J gives an annular reducing surface.
If f is a composition of Dehn twists, Lemma 2.14 yields an f-invariant surface G consisting of
essential annuli in the frontier of the characteristic manifold for the Haken pair (H,N(R)), where, as
usual, N(R) denotes a regular neighborhood in H. If f is periodic in the complement of annuli
supporting Dehn twists, and f possibly permutes the annuli supporting Dehn twists, then by
passing to a "nite power of f, we may suppose that f is the identity on R with Dehn twists
supported in N(R). Again by Lemma 2.14 the characteristic manifold for the pair (H,N(R)) is
non-empty and the frontier yields an f-invariant annular surface for the original f. (Actually, one
can show that if f is a composition of Dehn twists on the disjoint closed curves ofR, then H!R
must be compressible, see the proof of Theorem 1.11 at the end of Section 4, so this case is
vacuous.) 
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We need a version of Proposition 2.15 which applies to connected compression bodies. The most
interesting new case to consider is a compression body (H,<) of the form <I with 1-handles
attached to <1, where < is a closed surface. An automorphism f : (H,<)P(H,<) induces an
automorphism 

f on 

H. We will work with surface elements for 

f, the automorphism induced
on 

(H,<) by f.
In compression bodies, it will be convenient to distinguish di!erent types of annular reducing
surfaces: Those annuli with both boundary components in ="H!Vs , and those with one
boundary component in< and the other in=. (An annulusA with AL<must be -parallel.) We
call the annuli of the former type horizontal and the annuli of the latter type vertical. If an annular
reducing surfaceG consists of horizontal annuli it is called a horizontal annular reducing surface; if it
consists of vertical annuli, it is called a vertical annular reducing surface for f : (H,<)P(H,<). If
f : (H,<)P(H,<) is an automorphism of an I-bundle pair, then any (annular) reducing surface is
vertical.
Proposition 2.17. Let f : (H,<)P(H,<) be an automorphism of a connected spotless compression body
(H,<), where <O. Suppose R is the canonical minimal reducing curve system for the induced
automorphism 

f of ="

(H,<), and suppose R"

(H,<)!Ns (R) is incompressible. Then f is
reducible.
In particular, either
(1) (H,<) is a product <I, with <"<0 and f is the lift of a pseudo-Anosov or periodic
automorphism to the product, so f has a peripheral reducing surface, or
(2) H is an I-bundle p :HPS with R the total space of the associated I-bundle and with
<Lp(S)"

H, so f has a peripheral reducing surface, or
(3) f has an annular reducing surface G.
Proof. Our assumption says that surface elements inR are incompressible. IfR", then="R is
incompressible, and (H,<) is a product compression body. The automorphism 

fmust be periodic
or pseudo-Anosov, hence f is the lift of a periodic or pseudo-Anosov automorphism to the product
compression body <I. By de"nition, the automorphism of the product compression body is
reducible, since the product compression body can be replaced by an invariant I-bundle pair.
If RO, there must be at least one pseudo-Anosov surface element in R or 

f is a composition
of Dehn twists on curves ofR, after replacing f by a power of itself. In the former case we proceed as
in the proof of Lemma 2.13, in the latter as in the proof of Lemma 2.14.
In the former case, when 

f has at least one pseudo-Anosov surface elementR

, we letR denote
the canonical minimal reducing curve system for 

f, we replaceR by N(R), then let R denote the
surface obtained by cutting= on the modi"ed R. Thus, R contains an annulus corresponding to
every curve of the canonical minimal reducing curve system. Applying Lemma 2.12 we either
obtain a disc E -incompressible with respect to a R and intersecting R

, or there is a vertical
essential annulus with one boundary component in each of R

and <. If there is an essential
vertical annulus, two essentially intersecting iterates give an essential I-bundle J which is not
a bundle over an annulus or MoK bius band and with 

JL<R. There is then a unique maximal
such I-bundle J associated to the Haken manifold pair (H,<R), subject to the condition that no
component of J is an I-bundle over an annulus or MoK bius band. Then 

J yields a vertical annular
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reducing surface. Otherwise we have an essential discEwhich is -incompressible with respect toR,
and we can "nish the argument in Lemma 2.13 to obtain a submanifold J, which is the total space
of an I-bundle, with 

JLR. In this case, if J is isotopic to all of H, then <L

J and we get (2) of
the statement. Otherwise 

J yields a horizontal annular reducing surface.
In the remaining case, 

f has no pseudo-Anosov surface elements, and after replacing f by
a power of itself we have 

f a composition of Dehn twists on disjoint curves. As in the proof of
Lemma 2.14, we let R denote a union of annuli supporting the Dehn twists, and let R

be one of
these. We may assume that no component of H!Rs is an annulus, otherwise either H is a torus,
< is an annulus, and (H,<) is a product compression body; or= and < are closed,= is a torus,
and (H,<) is a product compression body; orH is a solid torus with<", contrary to hypothesis.
The proposition can be veri"ed in the special cases which have not been excluded.
By Lemma 2.12, either we obtain an essential disc (E, E)6(H,=) -incompressible with respect
to R and intersecting R

, or we obtain an essential vertical annulus with one boundary component
in each of R

and <. In the latter case, the union of the iterates of such a vertical essential annulus
A give an annular reducing surface for the original f, since clearly

f (A)= is invariant up to
isotopy and it is then straightforward to show that

f (A) is invariant up to isotopy. In the former
case, where we obtain the disc E which is -incompressible to R, we construct a horizontal annulus
A as in Lemma 2.14, with A essential in R, and as before we check that A is -incompressible with
respect to R. Hence A is not -parallel in H, since components of H!R are not annuli. The
frontier of the characteristic manifold for the Haken manifold pair (H,R) then gives an annular
reducing surface for the original f. 
Corollary 2.18. Suppose f : (H,<)P(H,<) is an automorphism of a compression body, and suppose the
canonical minimal reducing curve system R for 

f is non-empty. Then there is a reducing surface
without closed components.
Proof. If a surface element F for 

f is compressible, then the union of iterates of F yields
a compressible invariant surface SL="

(H,<), and the associated characteristic compression
body yields a compressional reducing surface without closed components. Otherwise all surface
elements are incompressible and Propositions 2.15 and 2.17 show that there are reducing surfaces
without closed components. 
3. Classi5cation
In this section we prove a classi"cation theorem for automorphisms of compression bodies. This
will imply the class"cation theorem for automorphisms of handlebodies, Theorem 1.5, given in the
introduction.
The following lemma will be needed in the proof of the classi"cation theorem.
Lemma 3.1. (1) Suppose H is a handlebody and f :HPH is an automorphism. If f : HPH is
periodic, then so is f. If f is the identity, so is f (up to isotopy).
(2) Suppose f : (H,<)P(H,<) is an automorphism of a spotless compression body. If f 
/ 	
"

f is
periodic, then f is periodic on H.
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Proof. (1) This statement is well known, see for example [11].
(2) For the second statement, since 

f is periodic, there exists an integer n such that h"f 
 is
isotopic to the identity on 

(H,<). Applying the following Lemma 3.2, we conclude h"f 
 is
isotopic to the identity. 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose (H,<) is a spotless compression body, and f : (H,<)P(H,<) is an automorphism
with the property that 

f is isotopic to the identity. Then f is isotopic to the identity on H.
Proof. Without loss of generalityH is connected. We have already dealt with the case<", so we
also assume <O. Let A be a vertical essential annulus or rectangle in H. This means that if H is
a product <I with handles attached to <1, then A is of the form I where  is an essential
curve in <. (We choose  so that 1 is disjoint from attaching discs for 1-handles.)
After a slight isotopy, f (A)A=", where ="H!Vs , and we can assume that f (A)A
consists of closed curves and arcs with ends on <. Trivial closed curves can be removed by isotopy
of f. Using the incompressibility of <, arcs can also be removed by isotopy. If A is an annulus and
f (A)A contains a closed curve essential in A and f (A), then cut-and-paste on a curve in A nearest
A< yields a new embedded annulus with both boundaries in <. Such an annulus in a product
must be -parallel, which implies that the curve of intersection can be removed by isotopy of f. Thus
we may assume that f (A)A", with A= isotopic to f (A)= in=. Identifying the isotopic
curves A= and f (A)=, Af(A) yields a new annulus A
, with A
L<. Again, A
 must be
isotopic to an annulus in <, since < is incompressible. This also shows that A is isotopic to f (A).
After further isotopy, we may assume f (A)"A. Now we can decompose H on A"f (A) to obtain
a new compression body (H,<) with a new induced automorphism f which is the identity on 

H.
After "nitely many such decompositions, we obtain a new f :HPH where 

H is a collection of
discs. It is then clear that since f is the identity on 

H, it is isotopic to the identity on H, hence on
H. 
Now we state the classi"cation theorem for compression bodies. We need a notion of generic
automorphisms for compression bodies:
De5nition 3.3. Suppose f : (H,<)P(H,<) is an automorphism of a connected compression body
which is neither a ball nor a product compression body. If 

f is pseudo-Anosov and f has no
reducing surfaces, then f is generic.
Theorem 3.4. Suppose f : (H,<)P(H,<) is an automorphism of a connected compression body. Then
the automorphism is
(1) reducible,
(2) periodic, or
(3) a generic automomorphism f : (H,<)P(H,<).
Proof. Suppose f : (H,<)P(H,<) is an automorphism of a connected compression body, and
suppose that 

f has a canonical minimal reducing curve system R cutting ="

(H,<) into
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"nitely many surfaces =

. We may suppose that =

"H!Ns (R). For each =

, there exists
a k*1 such that (f) is either pseudo-Anosov or periodic on=

. We replace f by a "nite power of
itself as necessary, so that 

f maps each=

to itself.
Here is a list of obviously exhaustive and mutually exclusive cases:
(A) R", and there is only one=

, say=

"=, and on= the automorphism 

f is either
(i) periodic or
(ii)pseudo-Anosov.
(B) RO (no =

"=) and either
(i) some=

is compressible, or
(ii)all =

are incompressible.
In case A(i), by Lemma 3.1 f is periodic on H.
In case A(ii), if = is compressible, then by de"nition, f is generic or there is a compressible
reducing surface. If = is incompressible, then (H,<) is a product compression body and f has
a peripheral reducing surface coming from an invariant I-bundle pair.
In case B(i), if=

is compressible, then=

together with its iterates gives an f-invariant surface
S, and by Corollary 2.10 the associated characteristic compression body (Q,¹) yields an incom-
pressible reducing surface.
In case B(ii) the=

's are all incompressible, and we apply Proposition 2.15 or Proposition 2.17,
to show f is reducible. 
4. Decomposition
The purpose of this section is to describe a decomposition of a reducible automorphism of
a compression body into automorphisms of sub-compression bodies of the compression body, and
automorphisms of I-bundle pairs. We state our analogue of Theorem 1.2 immediately.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose f : (H,<)P(H,<) is an automorphism of a connected spotless compression
body. Then the compression body can be decomposed hierarchically on reducing surfaces into
connected compression bodies and I-bundle pairs, with induced diweomorphisms of the following kinds.
For each element of the decomposition, some power of f induces an automorphism fK as described:
(1) A spotless handlebody H on which fK is a generic automorphism.
(2) A spotless compression body (Q,<), with induced automorphism fK periodic.
(3) A spotless compression body (Q,<), <O, with induced automorphism fK generic on the
compression body.
(4) An I-bundle pair (Q,<) associated to the I-bundle p :QPS with induced automorphism fK the lift
of a pseudo-Anosov or periodic automorphism on the base surface S.
(5) A spotted product or spotted ball with some induced automorphism fK .
Remark 4.2. In (5) of the statement, automorphisms of spotted balls and products can be further
decomposed. If (P,<,) is a product and f : (P,<,)P(P,<,) is pseudo-Anosov on P!(Vs s ),
then, for example, no further non-trivial decompositions are possible. We choose not to examine
the details of the decomposition of automorphisms of spotted products and spotted balls.
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The idea of the proof of Theorem 4.1 should be clear: If f : (H,<)P(H,<) has a reducing surface,
we use the reducing surface to decompose the automorphism and consider induced automorphisms
of resulting compression bodies and I-bundle pairs, inductively decomposing as often as possible.
We will need the following fact.
Lemma 4.3. (a) Suppose H is a handlebody, and=LH is an essential subsurface of H. Suppose
Q6H is a compression body in H (not necessarily characteristic) with 

Q"=. Then cl(H!Q) is
a union of handlebodies and balls.
(b) Suppose (H,<) is a spotless compression body, and=L

(H,<) is an essential subsurface of


(H,<). Suppose Q6H is a compression body in (H,<) (not necessarily characteristic) with


Q"=. Then (cl(H!Q),<) is a spotless compression body.
Proof. To prove (a), we consider Q, which is constructed as FI with handles attached to F1
and with balls capping sphere components of F0. The surface ; is the surface F with sphere
components removed. Let E be the set of compressing discs in Q of 

Q dual to the handles
attached to F1. Cutting Q on the discs of E yields the product FI with balls capping sphere
components of F0, so cutting H on the discs of E yields a space homeomorphic to
H
"cl(H!Q). On the other hand, a handlebody has the property that cutting on an arbitrary set
of compressing discs yields handlebodies and balls. This shows that H
 is a spotless compression
body consisting of handlebodies and balls.
The idea for the proof of (b) is the same. 
In the following proposition, we explain the relationship between annular reducing surfaces and
compressional reducing surfaces.
Proposition 4.4. (1) Suppose f : (H,<)P(H,<) is an automorphism of a spotless compression body and
suppose G is a horizontal (GL="H!Vs ) annular reducing surface for f. Then f has a compres-
sional reducing surface disjoint from G.
(2) If G is a vertical annular reducing surface for f, then decomposing on G yields an automorphism f 

of a new compression body (H
,<
), whereH
"H!Ns (G) and<
"<!Ns (G). If the underlying space
H is a handlebody, then the underlying space H
 is a handlebody.
(3) If there is an annular reducing surface for an automorphism f :HPH of a handlebody H, then
there is a compressional reducing surface for f.
Proof. (1) Let="H!Vs . We observe thatH is not a trivial compression body, a product<I,
with<"<0, since then there could not be any horizontal essential annuli, so= is compressible.
Let Q be the compression body associated to S"=!Ns (G). We claim this is not a product
compression body. For let E be any compressing disc of=. Consider EG. Eliminate trivial closed
curves of intersection by isotopy. If there are any arcs of intersection -parallel in G, choose an
innermost arc bounding a half-disc K. Surgering E on K gives a new compressing disc (which we
now call E) intersecting G in fewer arcs. Repeating the argument, we "nally arrive at a situation
where all arcs of EG are essential in G. If E is disjoint from G, we have proved our claim.
Otherwise, choose an arc of intersection  innermost on E, cutting a half-disc K from E, which is
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essential in an annulus A of G. Then two copies of K together with the rectangle obtained by
cutting A on  give a compressing disc for S. If this were not a compressing disc, A would be
-parallel. Now, we know the characteristic compression body Q associated to S is not a product,
and is disjoint from G, hence it yields a reducing surface.
(2) This statement should be clear.
(3) This is the special case of (1) where <". 
In the proof of the decomposition theorem, Theorem 4.1, we shall need a measure of the
complexity of a spotted compression body or I-bundle pair which ensures that the process of
decomposition ends with "nitely many indecomposable compression bodies and I-bundle pairs.
De5nition 4.5. If H is a connected handlebody, we de"ne the genus, genus(H), as the number of
1-handles one attaches to a 0-handle to obtain H. If (H,;), ;O, is a connected compression
body, we de"ne the genus as genus(H,;)"g where g is the number of 1-handles one attaches to
;1L;I to obtain (H,;) from ;I. For a connected I-bundle pair (H,<) we de"ne
genus(H,<)"0. For a disconnected compression body (H,;) we de"ne genus(H,;) as the sum of
the genera of its components, and similarly for disjoint unions of connected compression bodies
and I-bundle pairs.
Lemma 4.6. Let (H,;) be a connected compression body with;"<, where  is the union of discs
in ;:
(1) If ;O0, genus(H,;)"((;)!(=))/2; if ;", genus(H,)"(2!(=))/2.
(2) genus(H,;)*0 and genus(H,;)"0 if and only if
(a) <", H is a ball, and  consists of 0 or 1, disc, or
(b) <O, " and (H,<) is a trivial product compression body.
(3) genus(H,<) genus(H,;). If O and<O, then genus(H,<)(genus(H,;). Also, if <"
and  contains at least two discs, then genus(H,<)(genus(H,;).
Proof. (1) If ;O, then (H,;) can be constructed by attaching 1-handles to P!; in the
product compression body (P,;)"(;I,;0). If g 1-handles are attached to P!;, then
="

(H,;) has Euler characteristic (=)"(;)!2g. This gives the formula for g"ge-
nus(H,;). If ;", then H is a handlebody or a ball, and H is obtained from a ball by attaching
g 1-handles. We calculate that (=)"(H)"2!2g, whence we obtain the formula for
g"genus(H).
(2) From the de"nition, clearly genus(H,;)*0. Suppose genus(H,;)"0. If ;O, H can be
obtained from (;I,;0) by attaching 0"genus(H,;) 1-handles to ;1. Hence (H,;) is
a product compression body. If ; is a disc, then (H,;) is a ball with one spot. If ;", H is
obtained by attaching 0"genus(H,) 1-handles to the boundary of a ball, hence H is a ball.
(3) If <O, then we have genus(H,;)"((;)!(=))/2, genus(H,<)"((<)!(=
))/2 where
=
"

(H,<). If ; has k discs, (=
)"(=)#k, (<)"(;)!k, hence genus(H,<)"
genus(H,;)!k. If <", and ; consists of k discs, then genus(H,;)"((;)!
(=))/2"(k!(=))/2 while genus(H,<)"genus(H,)"(2!(=
))/2"(2!((=)#k))/2"
(2!k!(=))/2, hence genus(H,<)(genus(H,;) provided k'1. 
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Proof (¹heorem 4.1). Given an automorphism f : (H,<)P(H,<) which is reducible, we will decom-
pose repeatedly to end with induced automorphisms of sub-compression bodies and I-bundle pairs
of the types listed in the statement of the theorem. We shall use genus as a complexity to show that
the decomposition must end after "nitely many steps.
We decompose on reducing surfaces, and assign a de"nite structure as a compression body or
I-bundle pair to each component of the cut-apart compression body. The process of decomposition
will be inductive; every decomposition will replace f : (H,<)P(H,<) by several automorphisms of
compression bodies and I-bundle pairs. We will then use f : (H,<)P(H,<) to denote an automor-
phism of one of these new compression bodies or I-bundle pairs. Whenever the decomposition
yields an automorphism of a spotted product or spotted ball, we pay no further attention to that
element of the decomposition, since we have chosen not to examine these further. In the special case
that f : (H,<)P(H,<) has peripheral reducing surfaces, we will not actually decompose the
compression body; instead we will enlarge <.
Case I: The automorphism f : (H,<)P(H,<) of a compression body has a compressional reducing
surface and (H,<) is a compression body. There is an invariant non-product compression body
Q with 

Q"SL

(H,<), either characteristic or not. Whenever possible, we use reducing
surfaces without closed components. We cut o! Q on ¹"

Q, and it retains its structure as the
compression body (Q,¹). The compression body H
"cl(H!Q) retains the same 

H
"< as H,
and the remainder of H
 (including the copy of ¹) becomes 

H
. With this convention, we easily
check that genus(H,<)"genus(H
,<)#genus(Q,¹). We know genus(Q,¹)'0.
Case IA: genus(H
,<)'0. In this case each of (Q,¹) and (H
,<) have smaller genus. If only
decompositions of this type occurred, the inductive decomposition would stop after "nitely many
steps. If the reducing surface coming from (Q,¹) is peripheral, we can discard the automorphism of
(H
,<). (If we do not discard it, it will become an automorphism of a product I-bundle pair after
applying the reduction in Case III.)
Case IB: genus(H
,<)"0. By Lemma 4.6 and the fact that< contains no discs, this occurs when
(H
,<) is a union of spotless balls and spotless product compression bodies. We shall show later
that automorphisms of spotless product compression bodies can be decomposed completely in
"nitely many steps.
Case IB1: The compression body Q is disconnected. Without loss of generality we can assume that
every component of (Q,¹) is a non-product compression body. It follows that each component has
smaller genus than (H,<) and we can continue the decomposition of the components of (Q,¹)
inductively.
Case IB2: The compression body Q is connected.
Case IB2(i): (H
,<) contains a spotless ball. Then ¹ must contain discs, and we change the
structure of (Q,¹) so that the discs become spots in 

Q, removing them from ¹ to obtain S. Thus,
we view (Q,¹) as the spotted compression body (Q,S,

), 

O. Using a spot-removing
reduction, we obtain a spotless compression body (Q,S). By Lemma 4.6, genus(Q,S)(genus(Q,¹)
unless S" and¹"

is single disc, attached to the spotless ball (H
,). But then ¹ clearly is not
a reducing surface. We are left with an automorphism of (Q,S), where genus(Q,S)(genus(H,<), as
well as automorphisms of spotted products, spotless balls, and product compression bodies. We
will deal with automorphisms of product compression bodies later.
Case IB2(ii): (H
,<) is a spotless product. Writing (Q,¹)"(Q,S,

) again, where S contains no
discs, we consider two further subcases.
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Case IB2(ii)a: S". In this case (Q,S) is a connected handlebody or ball, 

O and unless 

is
a single disc and Q is a ball, again by Lemma 4.6, we can decompose (Q,S,

)"(Q,,

) to obtain
automorphisms of (Q,S)"(Q,) and a spotted product, with genus(Q,S)(genus(H,<). If Q is
a ball and 

is a single disc, then ¹ is not a reducing surface.
Case IB2(ii)b: SO. If also 

O, we can again decompose (Q,S,

) to obtain automorphisms
of (Q,S) and a spotted product, with genus(Q,S)(genus(H,<). If 

", then the invariant curve
system ¹ in ="

(H,<) yields a vertical annular reducing surface in (H,<), and we use the
argument of Case IIB.
Case II: The automorphism f : (H,<)P(H,<) of a compression body has an annular reducing
surface.
Case IIA: The automorphism f : (H,<)P(H,<) has a horizontal annular reducing surface. By
Proposition 4.4, it also has a compressional reducing surface, and we can argue as in Case I.
Case IIB: The automorphism f : (H,<)P(H,<) has a vertical annular reducing surface. Decompo-
sitions on vertical annular reducing surfaces yield decompositions on reducing curve systems of 

f,
so decomposition on vertical annular surfaces is a "nite process. The decompositions yield
automorphisms of compression bodies, possibly including product compression bodies, with genus
no larger than genus (H,<). If 

f is periodic, it is not necessary to perform further decompositions
on vertical annular reducing surfaces.
Case III: The automorphism f : (H,<)P(H,<) of a compression body has a peripheral reducing
surface coming from an invariant I-bundle pair (Q,¹). In this case, we replace (H,<) by (Q,¹). Either
the genus is reduced, or we replace a product compression body by a product I-bundle pair, which
cannot be decomposed further except by vertical annular reducing surfaces.
Case IV: The automorphism f: (H,<)P(H,<) is an automorphism of an I-bundle pair (H,<). Since
f is a lift of an automorphism of a surface, and decomposition on annular surfaces corresponds to
decomposition of the surface automorphism on reducing curve systems, a "nite decomposition
yields lifts of pseudo-Anosov or periodic surface automorphisms. 
Remark 4.7. The reader may wonder whether the decomposition of Theorem 4.1 is unique when
the decomposition of spotted products and spotted balls is completed. There is certainly some
non-uniqueness in the choice of the heirarchy. It is however possible that there is nevertheless some
kind of uniqueness.
Finally, we give the proof of a theorem stated in the introduction, Theorem 1.11.
Proof (¹heorem 1.11). We may assume that the canonical reducing curve system R is non-empty;
N(R) supports the Dehn twists of f. The surface H!R may or may not be incompressible.
Suppose there are curves of R which bound discs in H. Letting S be a disjoint union of annular
neighborhoods of these curves, the associated characteristic compression bodyQ is a union of balls,
with 

Q containing two discs for each component. For the induced automorphism of the
remaining handlebodyH
"cl(H!Q) there are again, in general, curves supporting Dehn twists in
H
, but these do not bound discs in H.
Now, we consider f 
 :H
PH
 with f 
 a composition of Dehn twists on disjoint curves in the
curve system R
, none of which bound discs in H
. We let R"N(R
), a union of incompressible
annuli in H
. We are in the setting of Lemma 2.14 which guarantees the existence of an essential
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annulus with boundary in R and with one boundary component in any given annulus of R. This
means the characteristic manifold N for the Haken pair (H
,R) consists of solid tori with frontier
G say,G a union of annuli with G"R. Let E be a compressing disc for H
, isotoped to minimize
ER. The disc Emay be disjoint fromG, in which case H
!Ns is compressible. If E intersectsG,
then we simplify intersections until only arcs essential in G remain. Now an innermost arc  in
E cuts a discK from E, and the discK cannot lie inN. Two copies ofK and the rectangle obtained
by cutting an annulus of G on  yield a compressing disc for H
!Ns . We have shown that
S"H
!Ns"H!Rs is compressible, so there is an associated invariant non-product character-
istic compression body Q. The automorphism on 

Q is the identity, so the induced automorphism
on Q is the identity. In fact, this shows that Qmust beH
!Ns up to isotopy, otherwise a repetition
of our argument with H
 replaced by the handlebody obtained by removing Q would show that
there are still compressing discs of H
!Rs .
Now we can reconstruct the automorphism f 
 :H
PH
 and the automorphism f :HPH.
Reglueing the annuli of 

Q to the solid tori of N, we can introduce only Dehn twists on annuli.
Reglueing discs in H
 to the balls obtained in the "rst step of the decomposition, one can introduce
only Dehn twists on discs. 
5. Invariant two-dimensional laminations
The next task is to begin the construction of invariant two-dimensional laminations for generic
automorphisms of handlebodies or compression bodies. The idea for the construction of two-
dimensional laminations is the same as in [12]. Throughout this section and the following sections,
we will deal with a connected, spotless compression body (H,<). The surface H!Vs will always be
denoted=. Also, throughout the section, we assume genus (H,<)'0. To extract the main ideas, it
is useful to think of the case of a handlebody.
Let (H

,<

)LHs be a `concentric compression bodya with a product structure on its comp-
lement. If the compression body has the form <[0,1] with handles attached to
<1, H

"<[0,1/2] with handles attached to <1/2 in such a way that H!H

fr(H

) has
the structure of a product =[0,1]. Here <"<0 and="=1.
The goal of this section is to prove the following preliminary result; it guarantees the existence of
an invariant lamination. Later, we shall modify the invariant laminations in order further to
improve their properties.
Proposition 5.1. Suppose f : (H,<)P(H,<) is generic automorphism of a three-dimensional compres-
sion body. Then there is a two-dimensional measured lamination LHs with transverse measure ,
such that f (, )"(, ), up to isotopy, for some stretch factor '1. The leaves of  are planes.
Further, `xllsaH

, in the sense that each component ofH

! is either contractible or deformation
retracts to V.
The statement of Proposition 5.1 will be slightly expanded later, to yield Proposition 5.6.
An automorphism f : (H,<)P(H,<) is called outward expanding with respect to (H

,<) if
f 

"f 

h, where h : IPI is a homeomorphismmoving every point towards the "xed point
1, so that h(1)"1 and h(t)'t for all t(1. We de"ne H

"f (H

) for all integers t*0 and
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Fig. 5.
reparametrize the interval [0,1) in the product =[0,1] such that H

"=t"=

, and the
parameter t now takes values in [0,R). Finally, for any t*0 we de"ne (H

,<) to be the
compression body cut from (H,<) by =t"=

.
Since any automorphism f : (H,<)P(H,<) of a compression body, after a suitable isotopy,
agrees within a collar =I of =LH with a product homeomorphism, a further `verticala
isotopy of f within this collar gives:
Lemma 5.2. Every automorphism of a compression body is isotopic to an outward expanding
automorphism.
Henceforth, we shall always assume that automorphisms f of compression bodies have been
isotoped such that they are outward expanding.
Let E"E

, i"1,2, q	 be a collection of discs essential in (H ,<), with EL= , cutting
H

into a product of the form <I, possibly together with one or more balls. Such a collection of
discs is called a complete collection of discs. (When <", E cuts H into one or more balls.) We
abuse notation by also using E to denote the union of the discs in E. We further abuse notation by
often regarding E as a collection of discs properly embedded in H rather than in H

, using the
obvious identi"cation of H

with H. Thus, for example, we shall speak of =-parallel discs in E,
meaning discs isotopic to discs in=

. Corresponding to the choice of a complete E, there is a dual
object  consisting of the surface < with a graph attached to int(<) at "nitely many points, which
are vertices of the graph. The edges correspond to discs of E; the vertices, except those on <,
correspond to the complementary balls; and the surface< corresponds to complementary product.
If <", and H is a handlebody, then  is a graph. Now H

can be regarded as a regular
neighborhood of , when  is embedded in H

naturally, with <"<0. By isotopy of f we can
arrange that f (E) is transverse to the edges of , see Fig. 5, and meets H

"N() in discs, each
isotopic to a disc of E. Any collection E of discs properly embedded inH

(orH) with EL=

(or
EL=), not necessarily complete and not necessarily containing only essential discs, is called
admissible if every component of f (E)H

is a disc isotopic to a disc of E. We have shown:
Lemma 5.3. After a suitable isotopy every outward expanding automorphism f : (H,<)P(H,<)
admits a complete admissible collection ELH

as above, where every E

3E is a compressing disc
of W.
We shall refer to admissible collections E of discs (E

,E

)6(H,=) as systems of discs. Some-
times, we shall retain the adjective `admissiblea for emphasis, speaking of `admissible systemsa.
A system may contain discs which are not compressing discs of=. Also, even if a system contains
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these=-parallel discs, the de"nition of completeness of the system remains the same. We will say
a system is =-parallel if every disc in the system is =-parallel.
Let P

denote the punctured disc f (E

)!H

. Let m

denote the number of parallel copies of
E

in f (E

), and letM"M(E) denote the matrix (m

), which will be called the incidence matrix for
E with respect to f. A system E is irreducible if the incidence matrix is irreducible, see Section 10. In
terms of the discs E

, the system E is irreducible if for each i, j there exists a k*1 with f (E

)H

containing at least one disc isotopic to E

. It is a standard fact that a matrixM with non-negative
integer entries has an eigenvector x with non-negative entries and that the corresponding eigen-
value "(E) satis"es *1. If the matrix is irreducible, the eigenvector is unique and its entries
are positive.
It turns out that the lack of reducing surfaces for f in (H,<) is related to the existence of
irreducible complete systems.
Lemma 5.4. Suppose f : (H,<)P(H,<) is an automorphism of a compression body, and suppose that
there is an (admissible) system which is not complete and not W-parallel. Then there is a reducing
surface for f.
Proof. Suppose E is properly embedded inH (notH

), and suppose it is admissible, non-complete,
and not=-parallel. Letting Q"NM (E=), it is easy to check that f (Q)LQ up to isotopy. Since
f (Q) is a characteristic compression body for= inQ, we conclude f (Q)"Q up to isotopy. Since E is
not=-parallel, Q is not a product. Since E is not complete, 

Q is not isotopic to <. It follows that


Q is a reducing surface. 
Proposition 5.5. If the automorphism f : (H,<)P(H,<) is generic, then there is a complete irreducible
system E for f. Also, any non-W-parallel complete system E has a complete irreducible subsystem E

with no W-parallel discs. Further, (E
) (E), and (E
)((E) if E contains W-parallel discs.
Proof. Choose any non-=-parallel, admissible systemE, which must be complete by Lemma 5.4. If
it contains any=-parallel discs, these can be eliminated as follows. Where images of other discs
intersectH

in these=-parallel discs, f can be isotoped to eliminate the intersections. This strictly
reduces some entries in the incidence matrix, hence the eigenvalue (E) is reduced, see Section 10. If
the new E is not irreducible, the incidence matrix is reducible, which implies, that after relabelling,
the incidence matrix can be made upper block diagonal, with diagonal blocks irreducible, and with
more than one block on the diagonal. Then discarding all E

's except those with indices corre-
sponding to the last diagonal block, we obtain an irreducible system with eigenvalue no larger. By
Lemma 5.4, if this is not complete, then there is a reducing surface, which is a contradiction. We
have actually proved the second (stronger) statement of the proposition. 
We always assume, henceforth, that f is generic, so there are no reducing surfaces. Assuming E is
any (complete) irreducible system of discs for f in the compression body (H,<), we shall construct
a branched surface B"B(E) in Hs . (Some background on branched surfaces will be given in Section
6; more information can be found in the references quoted there.) First we construct
B

"BH

: it is obtained from f (E) by identifying all isotopic discs of f (E)H

, as shown
schematically in Fig. 6. To complete the construction of B we note that f (B

!Hs

) can be attached
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to B

to obtain B

and inductively, f (B

!Hs

) can be attached to B

to construct a branched
surface B

. Alternatively, B

is obtained by identifying all isotopic discs of f (E)H

successively
for j"i!1,2,0. Up to isotopy, BH"B , r(i, so we de"ne B"B . The branched surface
B is a non-compact branched surface with in"nitely many sectors. (Sectors are completions of
components of complement of the branch locus.) Note that the branched surface B does not have
boundary on =

; this follows from the irreducibility of E. If E is merely admissible, the same
construction works, but B may have boundary on =

, i*0.
If x is an eigenvector corresponding to the irreducible system E, each component x

of the
eigenvector x can be regarded as a weight on the disc E

3E. The eigenvector x now yields an
in"nite weight function w which assigns a positive weight to each sector:
w(E

)"x

and w(f (P

))"x

/ for t*1.
Recall that P

is a planar surface, P

"f (E

)!Hs

. As is well known, a weight vector de"nes
a measured lamination (,) carried by B if the entries of the weight vector satisfy the switch
conditions. This means that the weight on the sector in H

!H

adjacent to a branch circle in
=

equals the sum of weights on sectors in H

!H

adjacent to the same branch circle, with
appropriate multiplicity if a sector abuts the branch circle more than once. It is not di$cult to
check that our weight function satis"es the switch conditions, using the fact that it is obtained from
an eigenvector for M(E).
At this point, we have constructed a measured lamination (,) which is f-invariant up to isotopy
and fully carried by the branched surface B. Applying f, by construction we have f (, )"(, ).
We summarize the results of our construction in the following statement, which emphasizes the fact
that the lamination depends on the choice of non-=-parallel system:
Proposition 5.6. Suppose f: (H,<)P(H,<) is a generic automorphism of a three-dimensional com-
pression body. Given an irreducible system E which is not=-parallel, there exists a lamination (, ),
carried by B(E), which is uniquely determined, up to isotopy of  and up to scalar multiplication of .
The lamination  `xllsa H

, in the sense that each component of the complement is either
contractible or deformation retracts to <. Also, = closed.
It will be important to choose the best possible system E to construct our laminations. A fairly
obvious requirement for a `gooda system is given by the following de"nition. A system E is ezcient
if no two distinct E

are parallel and no E

is =-parallel.
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We conclude with a lemma which will be a crucial step in the proof of the existence of an
invariant two-dimensional lamination with the properties described in Theorem 1.9, as it was
a crucial step in the proof of the main theorem of [12]. The proof depends on a lemma in linear
algebra whose statement was con"rmed and proved by Michael Boyle, Morris Newmann, Robert
C. Thompson, and Robert Williams, see Lemma 10.7.
Lemma 5.7. Suppose we are given a system E which is irreducible and not W-parallel, but not ezcient.
Then there exists an irreducible, ezcient subsystemE
 with (E
) (E). If E contains W-parallel discs,
then (E
) (E).
Proof. If there are parallel discs E

and E

in E, then we can divert all occurrences of an E

in any
f (E

) to E

, or vice versa, by isotopy of f and discard E

from E. Each diversion a!ects the incidence
matrix as in the hypotheses of Lemma 10.7. This lemma then guarantees that (E) (E). After
"nitely many such modi"cations we obtain a subsystem E, with (E) (E), which does not
contain distinct discs which are parallel.
Now, using Proposition 5.5, we can replace E by a subsystem E
 of itself to obtain an irreducible
subsystemwithout=-parallel discs. Since E
LE also does not contain parallel discs, it is e$cient.
Clearly one has (E
) (E).
Notice that, if some of the original discs in E are=-parallel, then, as a "rst step, we can isotope
the f (E

)'s to eliminate those. Since entries of the incidence matrix relative to E are strictly reduced,
this strictly reduces the Perron}Frobenius eigenvalue , see Lemma 10.5(b). 
6. Branched surfaces
In this section we shall present some notation related to branched surfaces. Branched manifolds
were "rst de"ned by Williams in [20]; branched 1-manifolds or train tracks were used to study
laminations in surfaces by Thurston in various settings, e.g. in [18]; branched surfaces were used to
study incompressible surfaces in 3-manifolds in [6], and were then used to study laminations in
3-manifolds in [16,7], and in many later papers.
Suppose B is the branched surface as constructed in Section 5, embedded in a compression body
H, then a xbered neighborhood N(B) of B in H is a closed regular neighborhood of B foliated by
interval "bers, as shown in Fig. 7, with the frontier of N(B) being the union of the horizontal
boundary, 

N(B), and the vertical boundary 

N(B) as shown. If B is locally constructed near
a point on a branch circle by identifying r discs along half-disc subsets of each, then the branching
order of the branch sphere is r.
The vertical boundary 

N(B) is a trivial I-bundle over a 1-manifold as shown, where the
1-manifold is called the maw manifold whose components are maw circles. The maw circles
correspond to the spaces between branches in the left side of Fig. 7. There is a projection map
 :HsPHs /& which maps Hs to a quotient space in which "bers of N(B) are contracted to points of
Hs /&. Notice thatHs /& can be identi"ed withHs , andN(B) is collapsed to a branched surface which
can be identi"ed with B. The maw circles appear as cusps in Hs

, the manifold obtained by cutting
Hs on B. More precisely, Hs

and Hs!Ns (B) have homeomorphic interiors, and Hs

can be obtained
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as a quotient of (Hs!Ns (B)) as follows: every component of 

(N(B))L(Hs!Ns (B)), a product of
type SI, is collapsed along I-"bers to give a cusp, homeomorphic to S, in Hs

.
A lamination is carried by B if it can be embedded in N(B) transverse to interval "bers; it is fully
carried if every interval "ber of N(B) is intersected by the lamination.
A 0-gon for B is a disc D embedded in H!Ns (B) with D"DN(B)L

N(B). The 0-gon is
essential if D does not bound a disc in 

N(B). Applying the projection map  to H!Ns (B), we
obtain a disc properly embedded in H

. Furthermore, (D) is disjoint from the cusp locus
(

N(B)) in H

, so the (D) is smooth. We also call the disc (D) a 0-gon.
A monogon for B is an embedding  : (K,,)P(Hs!Ns (B),

N(B),

N(B))) of a discK, see Fig. 8a,
where  and  are complementary closed arcs in K. The arc L

N(B) is called the tip of the
monogon. A triple (K,,) as above is called a half-disc.
Applying the projection map  to H!Ns (B), we get another point of view, see Fig. 8b: if K is
a monogon for B, then (K), which we also denote byK, is a disc embedded inH

with the property
that K intersects the cusp manifold (

N(B))LH

transversely at a single point (), called the
tip.
To construct the invariant two-dimensional lamination of Theorem 1.9, we shall modify E and
B"B(E) in later sections, so that the following proposition applies.
Proposition 6.1. Suppose B"B(E) is a branched surface obtained from an admissible system, and
suppose for simplicity that B(E)" as when E is irreducible. Suppose B!Hs

has no monogons or
essential 0-gons in H!Hs

. If  is a lamination fully carried by B, then the leaves of !Hs

are
incompressible in H!Hs

.
Note. The branched surfaceBK"B!Hs

has branch locus at its boundary in=

. If this causes any
confusion, one can replace BK"B!H

by B!H
 , whereH is a concentric compression body
slightly smaller than H

.
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Proof. Suppose D is a compressing disc in H!H

for a leaf l of !H

. The compressing disc is
contained inH

for some i, and H

has leaves belonging to one of "nitely many parallel families
of discs. We form a surface S inH

having one copy of a disc from each parallel family. This surface
S is fully carried by BH

. We let SK"S!Hs

, and we let BK denote B!Hs

. Then SK is fully carried
by BKLH

!Hs

. By assumption BK has no monogons or essential 0-gons. Also, it is easy to check
that BK has no discs of contact; therefore, using Theorem 2 of [6], we conclude that SK is
incompressible in H

!H

, which contradicts our assumption that D was a compressing disc of l,
since every component of lH

is isotopic to a component of SK . 
In our setting, the `no monogonsa condition is super#uous, as the following lemma shows.
Lemma 6.2. Suppose B"B(E) is a branched surface obtained from an admissible system, and suppose
for simplicity that B(E)" as when E is irreducible. Suppose B!Hs

has no essential 0-gons in
H!Hs

. Then B!Hs

has no monogons in H!Hs

.
Proof. Suppose K is a monogon with tip on an annulus A of 

N(B!Hs

). We may suppose that
the annulusA lies in=

. The tip LK cutsA to yield a rectangleR"A!Ns (). Glueing toR two
parallel copies of K, i.e., components of fr(N(K)) where the frontier is in H!(Ns (B)H

), one
obtains a 0-gon D for B!Hs

. Since D cannot be essential, it is isotopic to a disc D
 in 

N(B). This
shows that there is an annulus componentA
 of 

N(B), with A"A
. By construction, if AL=

then components of A
 bound discs E and E
 isotopic to discs of f (E) in H

and carried by
B

"BH

, hence B carries the sphereA
EE
. This is impossible; any connected surface carried
by B

, k*0 must be a disc, a fact which can be proved by induction on k. 
7. Modi5cation of two-dimensional laminations
Given a generic automorphism f : (H,<)P(H,<), from the results of Section 5, we know that for
any admissible system E, we can construct a branched surface B"B(E) carrying a measured
invariant lamination (,) with incidence matrix M"M(E) having Perron}Frobenius eigenvalue
"(E)'1. The lamination (as well as the measure ) is also determined by E, so we sometimes
write"(E). We wish to construct an invariant lamination with better properties. We will prove
the following proposition, which implies the part of Theorem 1.9 referring to two-dimensional
invariant laminations. The part of the theorem dealing with one-dimensional invariant laminations
will be proved in Section 8.
Proposition 7.1. Suppose f : (H,<)P(H,<) is a generic automorphism of a compression body. Then
there is a two-dimensional measured lamination LHs with transverse measure  such that, up to
isotopy, f ((,))"(,) for some '1. The lamination has the following properties:
(1) Each leaf l of  is an open two-dimensional disc.
(2) The lamination  xlls H

, in the sense that each component of H

! is contractible or
deformation retracts to <.
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(3) For each leaf l of , l!Hs

is incompressible in H!(Hs

Vs ).
(4) (H!Vs ) is closed in H.
Remark 7.2. In more detail, what we will prove is that there is a complete, irreducible, e$cient
system E such that the branched surface B"B(E) has no essential 0-gons in H!Hs

and no
monogons in H"Hs

. It follows that (E) has the property that leaves of (E)!Hs

are
incompressible in "Hs

. Any lamination (E) constructed from a complete, admissible, irredu-
cible system E with minimal (E) has this incompressibility property.
To prove Proposition 7.1 we will need to show that the lamination  constructed in Section 5,
starting from an automorphism f of a compression body H, can be replaced by one having the
incompressibility property, that each leaf l!H

be incompressible in H!H

. The proof is done
by identifying good properties of E and showing that these are preserved by a sequence of
modi"cations designed to eliminate compressing discs. We will show that each modi"cation
reduces or leaves unchanged the eigenvalue (E). The eigenvalue will serve as a complexity which
can be reduced by performing a sequence of modi"cations whenever B(E) has an essential 0-gon in
the complement ofH

. With care, one returns to an e$cient system E, and since eigenvalues of the
corresponding bounded integer Perron}Frobenious matrices are well-ordered (Lemma 10.6), the
complexity shows that the sequence of modi"cations will lead to a branched surface without
essential 0-gons in the complement of H

. Alternatively, one could initially choose a complete,
admissible, irreducible system E with minimal (E). Assuming that the incompressibility property
does not hold, one would then obtain a contradiction. Some, but not all, of the modi"cations
described here are the same as those described in [12].
We begin by summarizing the results of Section 5.
Proposition 7.3. Suppose f : (H,<)P(H,<) is generic. There exists a non-=-parallel irreducible
system E, which must be complete. A non-=-parallel, irreducible system E determines a lamination
(E)" fully carried by B(E), with a transverse measure , where the lamination is uniquely
determined by E up to isotopy and the measure is uniquely determined up to multiplication by a scalar.
The lamination is f-invariant, f (,)"(, ), with stretch factor '1 equal to the Perron}Frobenius
eigenvalue (E). The measured lamination (,) is fully carried by B(E).
Henceforth, when we say (, ) is unique we will always mean that is unique up to isotopy and
that  is unique up to multiplication by a scalar.
We shall show that the property of irreducibility is preserved by each of our modi"cations
of E; this implies that we will always be working with systems E such that B(E) has no
boundary. We will also show that each modi"cation preserves the property of non-=-
parallelity. This implies by Lemma 5.4 that each modi"cation results in a new complete, irreducible
system.
Some of our modi"cations will leave not only the eigenvalue  unchanged, but will also leave the
lamination (, ) unchanged up to isotopy. Other more drastic modi"cations will change both
 and . The "rst modi"cation of our system E, which we shall use throughout this section, is called
splitting.
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De5nition 7.4. We choose an E

in the system E for an automorphism f, and we suppose that the
branch circle of B"B(E) and E

has branching order r*2. At the branch circle, there are
r punctured discs attached in a speci"ed order, say P
2P , each P being attached on an inner
boundary 

. We do not rule out repetitions among the P

's, but there are no repetitions among
the 

's. We form a new system E
 by replacing E

by two parallel discs E

and E

. We choose an
integer s, 1)s)r!1, and we attach P

,2,P to E while attaching P ,2,P to E , see
Fig. 9. To preserve equivariance, we split P

and f (P

), t*1 in the same way to get the new
branched surface B
"B(E
). Clearly, the choice of splitting is actually determined by the choice of
a maw circle at E

, namely the maw between P

and P

. We say that the new system E
 or the
new branched surface B
 is obtained from the original system or branched surface by a simple
splitting (at the chosen maw). There is a projection map p :E
PE or p :B
PB, which maps both
E

and E

to E

and which commutes with f.
A composition of a "nite sequence of simple splittings is called a splitting.
Lemma 7.5. Suppose a system E is irreducible and not=-parallel. Then splitting yields a system E

such that
(1) E
 is irreducible and not =-parallel,
(2) (E
) is isotopic to (E), and
(3) (E
)"(E).
Proof. For a simple splitting, E
 di!ers from E"E

,2E	 only in that one E , say E , is replaced
by two copies E


and E


.
The fact that E
 is non-=-parallel is immediate.
Let P


and P


be punctured discs with inner boundary on E


an E


respectively. Then
P

"p(P


) and P

"p(P


) are punctured discs attached to E

. To prove irreducibility, we must
show that given any r, s, f (E


) contains a copy of E


for some t*1. We know there exists k with
f (p(E


)) containing p(E


). This proves the lemma if sO0,1. If s"0, then we know that for some
k, f (E

) contains an E

, hence f (E


) contains an E


. Similarly if s"1.
To prove statements (2) and (3), we examine eigenvectors before and after the splitting. An
eigenvector x
 with eigenvalue 
 for the incidence matrix M(E
) de"nes a weight function w
 on
B
"B(E
) which satis"es the switch conditions. Hence it determines an f-invariant measured
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lamination with stretch factor 
, and this lamination agrees with (
, 
), by Proposition 7.3.
Furthermore one has 
"(E
).
But via the projection map p :B
PB the function w
 induces a weight function w on B"B(E)
which also satis"es the switch conditions. Hence, it comes from an eigenvector x ofM(E), and the
corresponding eigenvalue is equal to 
. By Proposition 7.3 the lamination determined by w is equal
to (, ), and 
"(E). The isotopy moving (
, 
) to (, ) corresponds to the projection of B
 to
B. 
As we have mentioned, some of the modi"cations we will perform preserve  and preserve (E)
up to isotopy. The following modi"cation does not preserve  or (E).
De5nition 7.6. Suppose we are given a system E such that there is an embedded essential 0-gon
D for B contained in H

!Hs

. The disc D yields a compressing disc for f (E

)!H

for some i, and
D bounds a disc D
 in f (E

). By the irreducibility ofH, we can then isotope f to move D
Lf (E

) to
D, thus eliminating intersections of f (E

) withH

, see Fig. 10. We say that the resulting system E is
obtained from E by a diversion.
Notice that though E
 is isotopic to E, the incidence matrix will have changed and in general the
new lamination will not be isotopic to the old one.
Lemma 7.7. Suppose a system E is irreducible and not=-parallel. Then a diversion yields a system E
with a subsystem called E
 such that
(1) E
 is irreducible and not =-parallel, and
(2) (E
)((E).
Proof. After performing a diversion we get a system E which is isotopic to E. In the diversion we
do not eliminate any disc E

, even if after the diversion the branching order at E

is zero. In
particular, since E is not=-parallel, neither is E. The incidence matrix has some entries in one
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column reduced. It follows from Lemma 10.5 that the new incidence matrix has strictly smaller
Perron}Frobenius eigenvalue. We can then pass to an irreducible and non-=-parallel subsystem
by Proposition 5.5 without increasing . 
SupposeD is an (essential) 0-gon for B inH!H

. We can always replace our system E with one
which has no =-parallel discs, without increasing . We may then remove trivial curves of the
intersection D(=

) by isotopy of D. The complexity of a 0-gon is the number of arcs of
intersection of D(=

). Our next two modi"cations are designed to reduce the complexity of
a compressing disc. The half-disc in each de"nition will be a half-disc cut from D by an innermost
arc of intersection with =

.
De5nition 7.8. Suppose K is an embedded half-disc in H

!Hs

, with u and v complementary
closed arcs in K having endpoints in common, and with vLB, uL=

, see Fig. 11. Suppose that
the points of u"v lie on E

and E

, and suppose B has branching order 1 at E

and at E

.
Suppose "nally that E

and E

are distinct. We de"ne a down-move on the half-discK changingE to
E
. We isotope the arc v to u and a little beyond through K, performing the isotopy equivariantly
and extending the isotopy to E. This has the e!ect of performing an ambient boundary connect sum
(often called a band sum) joiningE

andE

to yieldE

E

, while also joiningP

to P

, and f (P

) to
f (P

). We discard E

and E

from E and add E


"E

E

to obtain E
.
Lemma 7.9. Suppose a system E is irreducible and not=-parallel. Then a down-move on a half-disc
K yields a system E
 such that
(1) E
 is irreducible and not =-parallel,
(2) (E
) is isotopic to (E), and
(3) (E
)"(E).
Proof. We begin with the proof of (1). To prove the irreducibility of the new system E
, we must
show that, given any indices r, s, rOs, for discs in E
, f (E


) contains a copy for E


for some t*1. If
neither E


nor E


is E


, then this follows from the irreducibility of E. If E


"E


, then since we know
that f (E

) contains E

for some t, it follows that f (E


) contains E


"E

. If E


"E


, then we
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consider the punctured disc P

having E

and E

attached to its inner boundaries, and we
suppose initially that jOa, jOb. We know that for some t, f (E

) contains E

, hence f (E


)
contains E


. If E

"E

, say, then since f (E

) contains E

"E

it also contains an E

. This is
because E

has branching order 1 and f (E

) is the only disc of f (E) which contains E

. Hence f 
 (E

)
contains f (E

) and thus E

. Hence f (E


) contains E


.
Next, we prove that E
 is not =-parallel. Notice that, if E
 is =-parallel, then in particular
f (E


)"f (E

)f (E

) is=-parallel, so that f (E

) and f (E

) are isotopic: Hence either both E

and
E

are=-parallel, or neither is. The system E
 contains discs isotopic to all discs of E except E

and
E

. Thus, we need only worry about the possibility that every disc of E except E

and E

is
=-parallel. Since E is not =-parallel, we know that E

and E

are not both =-parallel, hence
neither is =-parallel. Because E

and E

have branching order one, all discs of f (E) except
possibly f (E

) meetH

only in=-parallel discs. Thus, there is at most one disc, f (E

), of f (E) which
is not=-parallel: All other discs of f (E) meet H

only in=-parallel discs. Hence we have shown
that if there are two discs in E (or f (E)) which are not =-parallel, then there is only one,
a contradiction.
The proofs of statements (2) and (3) are similar to those (2) and (3) in Lemma 7.5. We replace the
projection p in this proof by the f-equivariant isotopy from B(E) to B(E
) which is given by the
isotopy on E described in De"nition 7.8. 
De5nition 7.10. Suppose K is an embedded half-disc in H

!Hs

, with u and v complementary
closed arcs in K having endpoints in common, and with vLB, uL=

, see Fig. 12. Suppose that
vLP

LH

!Hs

is an essential arc in P

and suppose B has branching order 1 at P

=

. We
will now de"ne an up-move on the half-discK changing E to E
. We isotope the arc v to u and a little
beyond through K, performing the isotopy equivariantly and extending the isotopy to E. This has
the e!ect of cutting E

on a properly embedded are to yield discs E


and E


, while also cutting P

,
and f (P

). We discard E

from E and add E


and E


to obtain E
.
Lemma 7.11. Suppose a system E is irreducible and not=-parallel. Then an up-move on a half-disc
K yields a system E
 such that
(1) E
 is irreducible and non-=-parallel,
(2) (E
) is isotopic to (E), and
(3) (E
)"(E).
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Proof. We begin with the proof of (1). To prove the irreducibility of the new system E
, we must
show that, given any indices r, s, rOs for discs in E
, f (E


) contains a copy of E


for some t'1. If
neither E


nor E


is E


or E


, then this follows from the irreducibility of E.
If E


"E


, but E


OE


, E


OE


, then we consider how the up-move splits P

on an essential arc
to yield P


and P


. Regarding P


as a subset of P

, it must have some E

attached to an inner
boundary. Since f (E

) contains E

"E


for some t, we conclude that f (E


)"f (E


) contains
E


. The argument is similar if E


"E


.
If E


"E


, but E


OE


, E


OE


, then since f (E

) contains E

for some t, f (E


) contains E


.
Similarly if E


"E


, but E


OE


, E


OE


.
Finally, if, say, E


"E


and E


"E


, then regarding P


as a subset of P

, it must have some
E

attached to its inner boundary. Since E

Lf (E

) for some t, E


Lf (E


).
This completes the proof of irreducibility.
Next, we prove thatE
 is not=-parallel. Notice that, if E
 is=-parallel, then in particularE


and
E


are=-parallel, which implies that E

was=-parallel. It follows that some disc other than E

in
E was not =-parallel. Since this other disc of E becomes a disc of E
, we conclude E
 is not
=-parallel.
The proofs of statements (2) and (3) are similar to those of (2) and (3) in Lemma 7.5. We replace
the projection p in this proof by the f-equivariant isotopy from B(E) to B(E
) which is given by the
isotopy on E described in De"nition 7.10. 
We are now ready to prove Proposition 7.1.
Proof (Proposition 7.1). We begin with an irreducible and non-=-parallel systemE, obtained from
Proposition 7.3 with eigenvalue . Initially, the discs of E are all essential discs. From E, we
construct the branched surface B"B(E).
From Lemma 6.2, we know that if there are no 0-gons for B!H

, then there are
also no monogons. Assume now there is an essential 0-gonD for B!H

. We will do modi"cations
on E with the goal of obtaining an essential 0-gon or monogon for B in H

!H

. Once this goal
has been achieved, we do a diversion move, which reduces the eigenvalue . Throughout our
argument, we can always assume that the punctured discs P

in H

!Hs

are incompressible in
H

!Hs

, otherwise we have reached our goal: to reduce  using a diversion move. Similarly, we
can always assume that there is no monogon in H

!Hs

, since a monogon yields an essential
0-gon.
Since D is disjoint from H

, using the fact that the P

's are incompressible, we can isotope D to
eliminate closed curves of intersection with 

=

.
Let K be a half-disc cut from D by an innermost arc of intersection. Suppose K"uv where
vLDLB and the complementary closed arc u lies in=

for some i.
There are two cases to consider. If KLH

, then in Case 1, uL=

and in Case 2, uL=
 
.
Case 1: The arc v lies in some sector P"f (P

), with both ends of v on the outer boundary of P,
which is a punctured disc. By applying a negative power of f, we may assume that K lies in
H

!H

.
Case 1a: If v is inessential in P, it is clear that one can isotope v within B out of H

and a little
beyond. We extend the isotopy to all of D, then we eliminate closed curves of intersection of D with
=

which may have appeared. Thus we have reduced the complexity of D, i.e. the number of arcs
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of intersectionD(

=

). This isotopy involves onlyD, not the systemE, and we do not need to
worry about equivariance.
Case 1b: If v is essential in its punctured disc P, we will use the half-disc K to perform an
up-move. Before doing the up-move, however, we must ensure that the branching order at v is 1.
This is done by performing a splitting as shown in Fig. 13. The essential 0-gonD remains essentially
unchanged after the splitting. Lemma 7.5 shows the new system E
 which results from splitting
remains irreducible and not -parallel, with the same eigenvalue  and with B(E
) carrying the same
lamination  up to isotopy. We rename the new system E, for simplicity. Next we perform the
up-move, using the half-disc K. Once again, now by Lemma 7.11, the resulting system E
 is
irreducible, with the same eigenvalue and with B(E
) carrying the same lamination  up to isotopy.
Again, we have reduced the complexity of D.
Case 2: The half-disc K satis"es uL=
 
. Applying an f  for appropriate negative t, we may
assume that K and P lie in H

with uL=

. The two points of v"u lie in E

and E

, say,
where possibly E

"E

.
Case 2a: If v is an inessential arc in P, joining an inner boundary to itself, an isotopy of v in
P extended to D eliminates an arc intersection, as in Case 1a.
Case 2b: In this case, v is an essential arc joining inner boundary components of P, and the
endpoints of v are attached to E

and E

.
Case 2b(i): If the essential arc v joins distinct inner boundary components of P which are
identi"ed with E

OE

, then we do simple splittings at the maws adjacent to the arc v as shown
in Fig. 14, to ensure that the branching order at E

and at E

becomes 1. This gives a new system
E
, but Lemma 7.5 shows that E
 is irreducible and not -parallel, with the same eigenvalue , and
B(E
) carries the same lamination up to isotopy. Now we are ready to do a down-move on K. By
Lemma 7.9, this yields a new irreducible and non-=-parallel system E with the same
Perron}Frobenius eigenvalue, which gives rise to an isotopic lamination. While doing the down-
move, we isotope D to eliminate the arc of intersection u, thus we obtain a 0-gon of smaller
complexity.
Case 2b(ii): If the essential arc v joins distinct inner boundary components of P which are
identi"ed with E

"E

then we do a simple splitting at the maw(s) adjacent to the arc v, to ensure
that E

and E

become distinct, and that the branching order at E

and at E

becomes 1.
This splitting can be done, since, if the given E

and E

are equal, then the branching order at
E

"E

is necessarily bigger than 1. As usual, by Lemma 7.5 we obtain a new E which is
irreducible and not -parallel, with the same eigenvalue , and yielding the same measured
lamination up to isotopy.
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Now we are ready to do a down-move onK exactly as in Case 2b(i) to obtain a 0-gon of smaller
complexity and a new system E with the usual properties.
Case 2b(iii): In this case, the essential arc v joins an inner boundary component of P to itself, and
the inner boundary component is identi"ed with E

. If the branching order at E

is greater than
1, then as before, we do a simple splitting at the adjacent maw to ensure that the branching order
becomes 1. Notice that if we attempt to isotope the arc v in P down to=

and a little beyond, as in
a down-move, we produce a component of BH

which is an annulus, not a disc. According to our
de"nition, this is not a down-move. However, we will show that it is possible to do a sequence of
genuine down-moves, which removes an arc of intersection with D. To see this, we temporarily
perform the isotopy of v down to H

and slightly beyond. This cuts the incompressible P into two
incompressible punctured discs ¹ and R. One of these, ¹ say, has an outer boundary, in=

; the
other punctured disc, R, has all boundary components in =

. It is a standard fact that an
incompressible surface such as R in a product of the form FI, with all of its boundary in F0,
must be -parallel. Regarding R as a subset of the original P, this shows that it is possible to do
a "nite sequence of genuine down-moves to coalesce punctures of P, which correspond to
punctures of R, with the puncture of P containing v. After performing these down-moves, the arc
v becomes inessential in P, and we are reduced to Case 1a.
This completes the case analysis. In every case, it is possible to reduce the complexity of the
essential 0-gon D. Repeating these operations on the simpler D, we must ultimately obtain a 0-gon
with complexity 0, i.e. a D contained in H

!H

. Now a diversion move gives a new irreducible
and non-=-parallel system E
 with strictly smaller eigenvalue by Lemma 7.7. Lemma 5.7 applies,
and we obtain a system E

and a lamination (

, 

) with (E

) (E
)((E) and with E

irredu-
cible and e$cient.
If the new system E

is such that there is an essential 0-gon for B(E

), we repeat everything we
have done in the proof up to now to obtain another irreducible and e$cient system E

with
(E

)((E

). We cannot reduce (E

) in"nitely often, always obtaining e$cient and irreducible E,
because e$cient systems have bounded cardinality, and the set of eigenvalues of non-negative
integer irreducible matrices of bounded size is well-ordered, see Lemma 10.6. Thus we must "nally
obtain a system with B having no 0-gons. 
8. Invariant one-dimensional laminations
In this section, we will construct invariant one-dimensional laminations for generic automor-
phisms of handlebodies, completing the proof of Theorem 1.9. We will also attempt to give
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a description of generic automorphisms of handlebodies and compression bodies using the
two-dimensional invariant measured laminations (, ) constructed earlier. We shall restrict our
attention, initially, to the case of handlebodies.
To understand to what extent the invariant lamination (, ) for a generic automorphism
f determines the automorphism f, we make an obvious observation. Suppose (, ) is the invariant
lamination constructed earlier for a generic automorphism f :HPH of a handlebody. We always
assume in this section that this lamination is a preferred one, with minimal  and with the property
that leaves l!Hs

are incompressible in H!Hs

. Let 

"H

, a measured lamination
consisting of parallel families of discs of f (E), the family of discs parallel to f (E

) having measure
x

/, where x"(x

) is the eigenvector constructed in the previous sections, and  is the eigenvalue.
The obvious observation is that f takes 

LH

to 

LH

, dividing measure by . Identifying
H

, j"0,1 with H, we see that the automorphism is almost determined by , H

, and H

, since
f must map the discs of 

to the discs of 

, and these discs form complete systems E and f (E) in
H

and H

, respectively. In fact, the automorphism is determined up to precomposing with an
automorphism of H which (up to isotopy) takes 

to itself (when H is identi"ed with H

) and
induces an automorphism of the measured lamination 

. Thus, if we understand the transition
from 

to 

, then, to a large degree, we have understood the automorphism. We shall
understand the transition usingMorse theory. As a height function we use the natural height in the
product H!Hs

; namely, recall that we had a 1-parameter family H

, t*0 of concentric han-
dlebodies. The parameter t gives a height function assigning height t to H

, 0)t(R.
Proposition 8.1. (i) The branched surface BH!Hs

can be isotoped to a Morse position without
centers relative to the height function t described above. It follows that the lamination  carried by
B can be put into Morse position without centers. (ii) For every t*0 which is not a critical value for the
height function t on, 

"H

is a measured lamination (

, 

) each of whose leaves is isotopic to
a disc of a complete system E

of essential discs in H

, with every disc of E

represented in 

. If the
measure of discs isotopic to E

3E

is x

, then the vector x

"(x

), is an eigenvector with the same
eigenvalue  as the eigenvector x.
Proof. (i) The branched surface B intersects H

!Hs

in a collection of incompressible punctured
discs P

, each with one boundary component in H

and at least one boundary in H

. Letting
P denote the union of these P

's, we observe that P is incompressible by our construction of .
A standard result says that such an incompressible surface in a product of the form FI, F
a surface, can be put in Morse position without centers (provided P has no -parallel components).
We know that P cannot have -parallel components since it has boundary components on each
boundary component of the product. Performing the isotopy of P equivariantly, so that all images
f (P) are isomorphic, we obtain B in the required position. It is obvious that any lamination
 carried by B can then be put inMorse position with no centers; a saddle in B gives a 1-parameter
family of saddles of .
(ii) We now consider H

, assuming t is not a critical value on . A component of intersection
of a leaf with H

must be a planar surface. If such a component C is a disc and is -parallel, then it
cannot intersectH

, since this would contradict incompressibility of !Hs

. Otherwise the disc is
contained inH

!H

, so it would have to have a minimum, contradictingMorse position without
centers.
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Next, we suppose that there is a component C which is planar but not a disc. In this case,
at least one boundary component of Cmust bound a disc D in its leaf, with Ds disjoint from C. The
disc D has a collar of its boundary in H!H

, with boundary at H

, hence it must have
a maximum in H!H

, a contradiction. We conclude that every leaf of 

"H

is an essential
disc.
There is a "nite collection E

of essential discs, each carried by B

"BH

, with every leaf of


having the same carrying map as some E

3E

. Now we must show that E

is complete. If j't is
an integer, we know that E

is complete; its complement in H

has only ball components. Further
E

H

is a union of discs, each a disc of E

, with each disc of E

represented. It follows that if
H

!E

contained a loop  homotopically non-trivial inH

!E

, thenH

!E

would also contain
such a loop . It would be null-homotopic in H

!E

. But it is easy to verify that for each
component X of H

!E

the homomorphism 

(X)P

(H

) induced by inclusion is injective,
while the homomorphism 

(H

)P

(H

) is a bijection. Hence the loop  must be homotopically
trivial in H

, a contradiction.
The truth of the statement about eigenvectors and eigenvalues should now be clear. 
We note that the proof of Proposition 8.1 does not use the full force of the incompressibility of
leaves of !Hs

; it only uses the incompressibility of leaves of (H

!Hs

). We shall make more
use of the incompressibility condition later.
Remark 8.2. Using Proposition 8.1 one can show that the invariant lamination (, ) for a generic
automorphism f of a handlebody H, as described in Theorem 1.9, corresponds to an half-in"nite
path in the disc space for H. For a de"nition of disc space, see for example [14].
Now, with  in Morse position without centers, we examine the transition from H

to H

. For
simplicity, we can suppose that saddles of B are at distinct levels. A saddle in B yields a 1-parameter
family of saddles of . Fig. 15 shows a typical move corresponding to increasing from H

to H

,
with a 1-parameter family of saddles of  corresponding to a saddle of B lying between the levels
s and t. The move describes the relationship between (H

,

,

) and (H

,

,

). Corresponding to
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the lamination 

, we have a dual metric graph 

embedded in H such that N(

) is a concentric
handlebody in H. In fact, there is a map p

:H

P

collapsing non-boundary leaves and com-
plementary regions of 

to points of 

. The transverse measure on 

yields a metric on 

. For
t's as above, with one saddle in between, 

is obtained from 

by an ambient interval pinch. The
ambient pinch is a homotopy h :

IPH through embeddings h

, 0)u(1. For u"1, h

is no
longer an embedding, and the pinch is achieved by identifying two embedded intervals in 

,
initially sharing an endpoint, with interiors disjoint from vertices, which are mapped by h

to the
same interval in H. The result of identi"cation is the embedded graph 

, see Fig. 15. The metric is
respected in the pinching.
If we look at two ambient pinches in succession, more complex behavior is possible, see Figs. 16
and 17.
We note that the homotopy equivalence from 

to 

corresponding to the transition from
t"0 to t"1 is, in general, far from being train track map as de"ned in [1].
We can de"ne graphs 

for negative r as well, with homotopy equivalences h

:

P

and we
can regard 

as being embedded in H

when r(0. Roughly speaking, the one-dimensional
lamination  of Theorem 1.9 is the inverse limit as rP!R of the 

's.
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Proof. Conclusion, Theorem 1.9. We construct the invariant 1-lamination for a generic di!eomor-
phism f of a handlebody using the measured two-dimensional lamination (, ) constructed earlier.
Recall from the statement of the theorem that  is not an embedded lamination. However, the
lamination  is almost the same as the inverse limit as rP!R of 

, or

H

, again with r)0,
where the 

's are obtained from (, ) as in the discussion. It is clear that"

H

is f-invariant
and closed. If E

3E we readily see that E

(

H

)"E

 is a Cantor set in the disc. Thus
 intersects a 1-handle of H

dual to E

in a one-dimensional lamination. In the complementary
0-handles,  is more complex, due to the fact that handles of H

with smaller r can link in the
0-handles of H

.
We will avoid dealing with the pathological topology of by building an abstract lamination,
and a map  :PH

with ()". First we construct a `universala train track  for H

or 

.
The train track contains a segment 

for each edge e

of the graph 

. Corresponding to each
vertex v of 

, we have a collection of segments of , one associated to each pair of ends of edges
e

incident at the vertex. These segments are assembled as shown in Fig. 18 to yield . We have
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a projection p

:H

P

which maps 1-handles dual to discs E

of E to edges of 

, and maps
complementary 0-handles to vertices of 

. Also, we have a natural embedding  : PH

, such
that p

(

)"e

, and p

 collapses all the other segments of  to appropriate vertices. Embed-
ding  in H

via , f() is carried by  provided we allow ourselves to homotop f() inH

into
N() using a homotopy which is supported in the 0-handles together with an isotopy supported in
the 1-handles. We will let g : P be the carrying map obtained in this way by homotoping f()
intoN() and then composing with the projection  :N()P. We may assume that the "bers of the
projectionN()P are discs foliatingN(); to say that f() is carried by means that f() (after
homotopy) is mapped intoN() transverse to the disc "bers. There is an incidence matrix associated
to g; the number of times g(

) passes over the segment 

is exactly the same as the corresponding
entry m

for the incidence matrix of f with respect to the system E which was used to construct
(, ). The eigenvector x for the matrix (m

) assigns weights x

to the segments 

of . We have the
same eigenvalue  as the eigenvalue  associated to (, ).
The weights x

/() on the segments 

of  induce a weight vector v

on  by pushing forward via
g : P. Regarding x and v

as a functions on , piecewise constant on edges of , with x"0 on
edges of  other than the edges 

, this means that for any y3, v

(y)"x(z), where the sum is over
points z3g(y). The weight vector v

does not satisfy the switch conditions on , but
w" lim
	
v

is a weight vector satisfying the switch conditions. Further, on 

the weights w

are equal to x

.
The inverse system
2 P ,
w

P ,
w

P (,w)
has the property that the weights w/() on  are induced by the weights w/() via the map g. This
means that if y3, the weight at y is the sum of weights assigned by the weight vectorw/() to the
"nitely many points of g(y). Such an inverse system of train tracks (or branched manifolds) with
invariant weight vectors compatible under carrying maps g determines a measured lamination
(,), where  is the inverse limit of the train tracks. We see that g induces an isomorphism
h : (,)P(,/) as in the statement of Theorem 1.9.
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Next, we de"ne the map  :PH as follows. A point in  is an inverse sequence
y

	"y, y

3, g(y

)"y

, s*0. Recall that the topology for the inverse limit  is the smallest
one such that the maps 

:P

given by 

(y)"y

are continuous. Let 

: PH

denote
f for k*1. We de"ne (y)"lim





, but we must explain why the limit makes sense. We
choose a metric for H such that the diameters of the sets f(p

(z))LH

, z3

, become
arbitrarily small as kPR, i.e.
lim
	
sup


(diam f(p

(z))"0.
With this assumption, by the Uniform Limit Theorem, the sequence 



converges uniformly,
and we obtain a continuous map  :PH. 
9. Questions
There is a large number of questions and problems which remain unanswered or unresolved at
the time of this writing. The author may pursue some of these in the immediate or more distant
future. Leonardo Navarro de Carvalho is engaged in a further study of generic automorphisms.
Here are some of the questions and problems:
Question 9.1. Is (, ) in Theorems 1.9 and Proposition 7.1 unique up to isotopy? Is the stretch factor
 unique? The xrst question is important. The laminations are probably not unique up to isotopy, but
perhaps it will be possible to prove uniqueness up to some equivalence relation. The possible factors
 for laminations obtained from the construction are well-ordered. One can restrict attention to
laminations with minimal , so the second question is less important.
Question 9.2. If f :HPH is a generic automorphism of a handlebody, what is the relationship between
the minimum stretch factor  associated to an invariant lamination (, ) and the stretch factor 

associated to the pseudo-Anosov automorphism f ?
Question 9.3. What is the relationship between (, ) and the corresponding lamination for f?
Problem 9.4. Complete a description of automorphisms of 3-manifolds, again in the spirit of the
Nielsen}Thurston theory.
Problem 9.5. A special case of Problem 9.4 is to describe automorphisms of connected sums of
SS's, dexning reducing surfaces and generic automorphisms, then describing invariant laminations
for generic automorphisms. The author has already given some thought to this problem.
Problem 9.6. Improve the description of generic automorphisms, especially generic automorphisms of
compression bodies, and describe their properties.
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Question 9.7. In the case of an automorphism f : (H,<)P(H,<) of a compression body, with <O, it
is fairly clear that there is a one-dimensional measured lamination (,) in Hs with < closed.What is
the behavior of  near V ? How does this depend on the restriction 

f of f to V?
Problem 9.8. Develop methods for constructing examples of generic automorphisms of
handlebodies and compression bodies. Compare these automorphisms with the automorphisms
of free groups they induce. Compare irreducibility and eigenvalues. Study examples of generic
automorphisms of handlebodies of genus g whose induced automorphisms of the free group F

are not
irreducible.
Problem 9.9. Study generic automorphisms in the context of dynamical systems, choosing suitable
representatives of their isotopy classes.
Problem 9.10. Develop the Nielsen}Thurston theory of automorphisms of surfaces (with non-empty
boundary), using the constructions of invariant laminations described in [12] and here.
Question 9.11. Is the decomposition of Theorem 4.1 unique in some sense?
10. Linear algebra
This section is essentially the same as a brief introduction to the theory of Perron}Frobenius
matrices which was included in [12]. Lemma 10.7 was developed, with the help of experts, for use in
that paper. The remaining statements are standard.
The theory of non-negative matrices is well-developed and by now classic; several expository
books are available. We will use [8] as standard reference; we also recommend the short treatment
in [4].
A matrix A"(a

) is called non-negative if all entries are real numbers which satisfy a

*0. Such
a matrix is called reducible if after a suitable permutation of indices, the matrix takes the shape of
an upper triangular block matrix with more than one block. Otherwise it is called irreducible. For
a reducible matrix, by re"ning the block structure if necessary, we can always assume that the
diagonal blocks are irreducible.
The most basic fact in the theory is that for a non-negative matrix A is that there is always a real
eigenvalue "

*0, called the Perron}Frobenius eigenvalue, which realizes the spectral radius of
A, and that there is always a corresponding eigenvector x, called a Perron}Frobenius eigenvector,
which has non-negative entries. If A is irreducible, then among eigenvectors x with non-negative
entries, x is uniquely determined up to scalar multiplication.
We would like to remind the reader of the following characterization of the Perron}Frobenius
eigenvalue for any (possibly reducible) non-negative matrix A. If A is irreducible this is shown, for
example, in [8, Section 13(40)]; otherwise, use the fact that every reducible matrix is the limit of
irreducible non-negative matrices:
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Lemma 10.1. (a) 

"infmax(Aw)

/w

	 w"(w

) a vector with positive entries	
(b) 

"supmin(Aw)

/w

	 w"(w

) a vector with positive entries	
The following fact follows directly from the de"nition of irreducibility, see [8].
Lemma 10.2. Each of the following properties of the matrix AO0 is equivalent to the irreducibility of
A:
(1) For every index pair (i, j) there exists a t*1 such that the (i, j)th entry of A is positive.
(2) For any two entries a

, a

there exists a sequence of index pairs (i

, j

)	, k"2,2, t, such that
i

"i
, j

"j
 and for all k*1
(a) i

"j

, and
(b) a
 
'0.
From 10.1(b), considering w"(1,1,2,1), and from the de"nition of  as spectral radius, one
deduces (compare also [4], Proposition II.1.10):
Lemma 10.3. Let A"(a

) be a non-zero, irreducible matrix with non-negative integer entries.
Then the Perron}Frobenius eigenvalue satisxes *1. If "1, then A is a transitive permutation
matrix.
Lemma 10.4. Every non-negative matrix A (possibly reducible) with 

"0 satisxes A"0 for some
k*1.
Lemma 10.5. Let A"(a

) and A
"(a


) be two non-negative matrices of same size, with Per-
ron}Frobenius eigenvalues 

and 

:
(a) If a

*a


holds for all indices i, j, then it follows 

*

.
(b) Assume furthermore that A is irreducible and that there is at least one pair of indices with strict
inequality a

'a


, then it follows 

'

.
Proof. (a) This follows directly from the de"nition of the Perron}Frobenius eigenvalue as spectral
radius.
(b) If A
 is irreducible, this is proved in [8], Section 13.2, Satz 6. If A
 is reducible, then let A
H be
the irreducible diagonal block submatrix of A
 with 

as eigenvalue, and let AH be the corre-
sponding submatrix of A. For 0((1 let A be the matrix which agrees with A on AH , and with
A everywhere else. Thus A is irreducible, and from the case A
 irreducible, considered previously,
we obtain the inequalities 

(

(

if 0((
(1. Since 

"



H
)
H
)

, this
proves our claim. 
Lemma 10.6. For any inxnite set of non-negative irreducible integer matricesA(n), all of the same size,
the set of Perron}Frobenius eigenvalues 


is unbounded. In other words, the set of eigenvalues of
non-negative irreducible integer matrices of a given size is well-ordered.
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Proof. Since A(n)  n3N	 is in"nite, there must be at least one index pair (i, j) such that the entry
a

(n) of A(n) is unbounded for n3N. Let A
(n) be obtained from A(n) by replacing every non-zero
entry distinct from a

(n) by 1. Then A
(n) is irreducible, and Lemma 10.5(a) implies 


*


.
By further replacing some of the entries equal to 1 by 0's we can change each A
(n) into a matrix
A(n) which is obtained from a permutation matrix by changing the (i, j)-entry from 1 to
a

(n)"a

(n). It satis"es 


*


. A suitable power A(n) with k)n! is a diagonal matrix
with at least one diagonal entry bigger or equal to a

(n). As these are unbounded, it follows that
the set 


and hence the set 


is unbounded. 
We consulted Michael Boyle, Morris Newmann, Robert C. Thompson, and Robert
Williams about the following lemma. They con"rmed that the statement was correct and o!ered
two proofs.
Lemma 10.7. Let A be an irreducible non-negative matrix, and, for indices iOj, let A

be obtained
from A by replacing the ith column by the sum of the ith and the jth column and then erasing the jth
column and row. Similarly, let A

be obtained from A by replacing the jth column by the sum of the ith
and the jth column, and erasing the ith column and row. Then one has


)

or 

)

.
Proof (Essentially Boyle's version). Let A


be obtained from A by replacing the jth row by an
identical copy of the ith row. LetN di!er from the identity matrix only in that the entry (j, i) is equal
to 1. Then NA


N has as ith column the sum of the ith and the jth column of A, except that all
entries of its jth row are equal to 0. Everywhere else it agrees with A. We have 

"




.
As a consequence it su$ces to prove the above inequalities for A


and A


(de"ned analogously)
rather than A

and A

: Let the column v be a Perron}Frobenius eigenvector of A, and suppose
without loss of generality that its entries satisfy v

)v

. Let v
 be obtained from v by replacing the
entry v

with v

. This gives A


v"

v
. As the entries of v
 and v satisfy v


)v

, it follows
(A


v
)

)(A


v)

"

v


. Since A is irreducible, the eigenvector v and hence the vector v
 has positive
entries, and thus 10.1(a) directly gives 




)

. 
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